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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES A..1\JD RESULTS 
Days spent in office by agents 
Days spent in field by agents 
Days agents worked 
Miles traveled 
Farm Visits 
General Activities 
Office calls at agent 1s office 
Telephone calls at agent's office 
Meetings held or attended 
Attendance at these meetings 
Iiumber communities in which extension work conducted 
Number Voluntary leaders assisting 
Number result demonstrations completed 
Project Activities and Results 
Agricultural Economics 
100 
457 
557 
3J,647 
1,482 
5,615 
6,435 
179 
9,991 
12 
179 
75 
Seven (7) outlook reetings were held with attendance of 389 farmers. 
The agents cooperated with farm credit agencies in loaning $221,975.00 
to 734 farmers for production credit. · 
Agricultural Engineering 
Farmers are calling on the extension service more each year for 
assistance in planning for farm buildings. During this year the county 
agents assisted farmers in planning t1~o (2) brooder houses, three (3) 
laying houses, six (6) hog houses, three (3) silos and five(.5) milking 
houses. 
Agronomy 
?ourteen (14) farmers completed. five-a.ere cotton contest demonstrations 
producing an average of 724.0 pounds per acre of lint cottono Two cotton 
liming demonstrations were completed, two corn liming demonstrations, 
three corn demonstrat,ions, twelve (12) hybrid corn demonstrations, four (4) 
oats demonstrations, two (2) wheat demonstrations, one (1) barley demonstratio 
Four(4) grain sorghum demonstrations, two (2) Lespedeza for Hay demonstrations, 
two (2) soybeans for Hay demonstrations, six (6) alfal.fa for Hay demonstrations 
two (2) Kudzu for Hay demonstrations, and one Lespedeza for seed demonstration, 
were conducted and completed in 19470 
- 6 
Animal Husbandry 
Placed forty (40) purebred gilts and boars in county in 1947. 
Dairying . 
Placed eight (8) purebred dairy bulls in county in 1947• Fourteen 
(14) dairy cattle were sold in Richland County during the year for 
$7,100 .00. Twenty (20) were purchased ~ta cost of $7,970.00o Three 
(3) silage production demonstrations were completed in county in 1947. 
Entomology and Plant Pathology 
Advice and information was given through circular letters and 
farm meetings regarding the control of boll weevil. Recommendations 
included the use of 1-1-1 poison and BHC dust ii' desired. A good 
percentage of farmers followed these recommendations. Demonstrations 
on the use of DDT ware also given in each community in county. 
Forest:cy; 
Greater interest in all phases of forest!"IJ work was shown by 
f armrs throughout the county in 194 7. Fires and the prevention, 
selective cutting, tree planting, were all points that were considered 
more closely., During the year 18 farmers in county reque:s:ted 2,374 
acres examined, 215 marked, 410,031 board feed marked and 140.9 cords 
marked. A total of 29,500 Loblolly seedlings, 1000 Slash Pines,and 
1000 Southern V'lhi te Cedars were planted in Richland County in 1947. 
4-H Club llork 
Ten (10) community clubs were organized with 177 members. Of this 
enrollment 134 completed demonstrations producing farm products with a 
value of ~19,2799 42 and a profit of $10,289.730 
Jlorticulture 
Horticulture wark consisted in giving information regarding the 
control of plant diseases and insects; encouraging planting of home 
orchards and assisting commercial vegetable growers. This work was 
done through circular letters, farmers meeting, and news articles as 
well as personal visitsQ County agents assisted farmers also in 
purchasing fruit trees for home and comrrercial orchards. 
Marketing 
Marketing work consisted of aidi~g farmers in sellihglivestock and 
feed productsG Assistance was also given in matter of purchasing livestock 
feeds, seeds, fruit trees, corn, wheat, hay, cotton seed. etc• 
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Poultry 
No demonstrations flock records were completed in 1947. 
Two demonstrations were kept by poultrymen but records were not 
completed in time to include in report. 
Visual Instruction 
Maps and charts were used at outlook meetings. Extension motion 
pictures were used extensively also this year, 
Publicity 
A total of 792 personal letters were written, (29) twenty-nine 
circular letters with 7500 copies mailed. Eighty (80) press articles 
were published, forty-seven (47) radio talks made and 1695 bulletins 
distributed. 
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r. County and Community Agricultural Committees 
le County Agriaultural Conunittee 
a. The county and home agents in conference with each 
other selected fifty-four mm and women as members of 
the agricultural committee. These members were 
selected on the basis of their intelligence and 
ability to work in groups., their knowledge of 
agricultural conditions of the county., their location 
with reference to various communities of the county 
and thei. r representation of the various lines of 
agricultural work. 
b. Names and Addresses of Members of Committee 
Executive Committee and Other Sub-Committees 
C.H. Bouknight, Irmo., Chairman., Executive Committee 
w. T. J. Lever., Blythewood, s. c.,Executive Committee 
T. s. Arm.our., Ea.stover, Executive Committee 
H. E. Bickley., Ballentine, s. C, Executive Committee 
G. M. Eleazer, Inno, s. c., Executive Committee 
G. c. Wilson, Blythewood, s. c., Executive Committee 
R. M. McGregor, Izy"kesland, s.c., Executive Committee 
Mrs. J. L. Cotton, Eastover,s.c., Executive Committee 
M. A. Bouknight., Irmo., So c., Executive Committee 
Mrs. H.P. Haas, Blythewood, Soc., EXecutive Committee 
Mrs. Jo A. Riley, Route 3,Columbia,Executive Committee 
Mrs. J. s. Lomas, Route l.,Columbia, Execut ive Committee 
State Agricultural Committee 
C.H. Bouknight, Irmo, s. c. 
Mr's. J. 1. Cotton., Eastover, s. Co 
County Agricultural Committee 
W. E. Allison, Route 4, Columbia, s. Co 
T. s. Armour, Eastover, s. c. 
Mo Ao Bouknight., Irmo, So Co 
w. J. Ballentine, Blythewood, s. Co 
Joe Bates, Wateree, s. c. 
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Harper Bickley, Ballentine, s. c • 
. A. c. Ballentine, Blythewood, Soc. 
w. A. Bloom, Jr., Route 1~ Columbia, s. Co 
C.H. Bouknight, Irmo, s. c. 
Allen Brown, 927 Main st. Columbia, s. c. 
J. A. Burnside, Route 4, Columbia, s. c. 
G. Co Caldwell, Eastover, s. Co 
C.H. Derrick, Irmo, s. Co 
Nash Broyles, Federal Land Bank, Columbia, Soc. 
R. G. DuBose, Gadsden, s. Co 
G. M. Eleazer, Irmo, s. c. 
Frank Hampton, Route 4, Columbia, So c. 
J.B. Heins, Blythewood, s. c. 
Lo Ao Gunter, Blythewood, s. c. 
c. H. Hinnant, Route 4, Winnsboro, s. c. 
James King, Route 2, Chapin, s. c •. 
s. J. Kinsler, Route 1, Columbia, Soc. 
A. J. Lever, Route 1, Columbia, s.c. 
W. T. J • . Lever, Route 1, Blythewood, s. c. 
T. c. Lomas, Route 1, Columbia, s. c. 
Billy Maples, Blythewood, s. c. (4-H) 
R. M. McGregor, Lykesland, s. Co 
G. P. Monroe, Blaney, s.c. 
D. G. Moore, 1216 Laurel st., Columbia, s. c. 
Talley Moore, ~kesland, So c. 
Lee Muller, Blythewood, S~ c. 
Jo Ao.Riley, Route 3, Columbia, SoCo 
J. o. Riley, Blythewood, s. c. 
Robert Lee Scarborough, Eastover, s. Co 
Forest c. Shealy, Route 2, Chapin, Soc. 
W. Mo Swindler, Route l, Columbia, s. c. 
D. A. S\fYgert, Blythewood, s. C~ 
No Fo Summers, Little Mt. So Co 
Floyd Summers, Little Mt. s. c. (4-H) 
J. R. Scarborough, F.astover, s. c. 
S. Oa Wiggins, Hopkins, s. c. 
c. D.Wilson, Blythewood, So c. 
Rudolph Stoudemayer, Little Mt. Soc. 
G. c •. Wilson, Blythewali, So Co 
Mrs. Tallie Boney, Blythem od, S0 c. 
Mrs. J. L. Cotton, Eastover, s. Co 
Mrs. J. S. Douglass, Route 4, Columbia, So Co 
Mrs. B. J. Eargle, Blythewoad, s. c. 
Mrs. R. A. Godshall, ~kesland, s. Co 
Mrs. H. Po Haas., Blythevo od, S0 C0 
Mrs. J. s. Lomas, Route 1, Columbia, s. Co 
Mrs. Perry Richardson, Route 2, Chapin, s. Ce 
Mrs. J. Ao Riley, Route 3, Columbia, s. c. 
Mrs. E. B. Wingard, Route 2, Columbia, s. c. 
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c. Duties and Responsibilities of County Agricultural Committee 
Upon this connnittee is placed responsibility of outlining 
goals toward which efforts of extension workers should be 
directed, suggesting kind and number of demonstrations that 
should be put on. It is the duty of this committee also 
to assist county and home agents in selecting demonstrators 
in their communities, maey of which demonstrations are 
conducted by members themselves. These peeple are also 
asked and expected to assist the agents in the dissemination 
of information and instructions from college and experiment 
stations regarding all agricultural projects and subjectso 
This connnittee ,is reqµired to rooet at least twice a year. 
Each member is expected to attend the rooetings in his 
community when agents carry the. plans to farm people and 
assist them in presenting the facts for various points 
recommended in the county plans. They are also asked to 
help in checking progressof demonstrations. 
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2. Community Agricultural Committees and Neighborhood Leaders 
a. List of Organized Communities,Neighborhoods and Leaders 
Community Neighborhood No.Leaders 
PONTIAC Pontiac 4 
DENTSVIIJE Dentsvi.lle 3 
State Park 5 
LYKESLAND Bluff Lodge 7 
J:urkeslana 9 
Horrell Hill 10 
Bellwood 4 
DUTCH FORK Summerville 4 
Spring Hill 10 
Folk 6 
· Ballentine 8 
White Rock 3 
ST. ANDREWS st. Andrews 8 
CAMP GROUND Camp Ground 8 
BLYTHEVDOD Blythewood 9 
Bear Creek 7 
CEDAR CREEK CeElar Creek 7 
Hoily Grove 6 
Bellview: 6 
FAIRLAWN Fairlawn 9 
Killian 3 
HOPKINS Hopkins 9 
Congaree 6 
GADSDEN Gadsden 8 
EASTOVER Leesburg 2 
Cross Roads 3 
Eastover 8 
i"lateree 7 
f-
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4. Programs Handled Through Voluntary Leaders in 1947 
Dairy Field Day 
Rural Mille Route 
Pasture Improvement 
Poul try Improvement 
15 Point Extension Program 
Small Grain Seeding 
Farm Labor Program 
The above programs were set up in the various communities 
in a demonstrational manner. Actual method demonstrations 
were used in the programs by neighborhood leaders. As an 
example complete fertilization on perm.anent pastures was 
set up in t..~e vari ous communities. 
In the beginning these leaders were contacted through 
personal visits, circular letters and from there method 
demonstrations were begun on the various program.so 
- 13 -
PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS 
Agricultural Economics 
Work in agricultural economics and farm manageroont in 1947 included 
outlook meetings, enterprise farm accounts, the cooperation with Farm 
Credit Agencies and assisting in farm planningo 
Seven (7) outlook meetings were held in the county with 389 farmers 
attending. The famiers in Richland County are using outlook information 
to a greater extent each year. Several farmers changed their farm plans 
in thelight of information received at these meetings. As a result of 
this outlook information, poultry and turkey production and dairycattle 
production was increased approximately 25%. 
Complete Farm Records 
The keeping of complete farm records has never been done generally 
by farnB rs in this county o Realizing this is a very important factor 
in successful farming, a great deal of stress has been placed on it this 
year. Due to the fact, ~awever, that the complete farm record forms are 
very complicated and impractical for the average farmer to keep who has 
not had previous experience, it was decided the.t the best approach would 
be the encouraging of keeping enterprise records on a special crops or 
livestock enterprises. A most gratifying result has been obtained in 
this report. 
Summary of Enterprise Records 1947 
No. Dem- Total Av.Yield Cost Prod 
Kind onstrations Acres Per Acre Per Acre 
Cotton (Contest) 14 70 724(Lint) 87.lS 
Cotton (Lime) 2 2 2037(seed) 
Corn (Line) 2 2 &J Blle 
Corn 3 35 63o2 B~ 22.13 
Corn(Hybrids) 12 35 64.1 Bu. 25.35 
Oats 4 120 43.1 Buso 10.99 
Wheat 2 15 29.3 Bus. 11.73 
Barley 1 10 51.0 10.45 
Grain Sorghum 4 80 44.0 10.31 
Lespedeza for Hay 2 55 1.9 T. 21.41 
Soybeans for Hay 2 25 1.6 To 23.80 
Alfalfa for Hay 6 28 5~2 
Kudzu for Hay 2 9 2.1 T. n.5o 
Lesimeza for Seed 1 10 410 # n.25 
Profit 
P.Acre 
1?7.lS 
106.95 
54.08 
47.03 
66.05 
45.04 
40.52 
76.U 
50.25 
, 
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AGH.ICULTURA.L ENGINE.!!.:RING 
The work in agricultural engineering for the year 194 7 included 
soil conservation, furnishing plans and assisting in construction.of 
farm buildings, rural electrification, tractor and farm machinery schools 
conducted in cooperation with local deaJ..ers and oil companies, proper 
care and handling of cotton. Training was also given 4-ij club meml::ers 
in the operation, maintenance and care of farm machinery now available 
on the farm. 
Soil Conservation 
Soil conservation work was conducted in county in 194 7 by t.11e 
Congaree Soil Conservation District. The county agent worked with the 
County Soil Conservation Technican in carrying out the program which is 
swmnarized on the following pages. 
Farm Buildings 
Due to the shortage of building materials many· farmers who had 
planned farm building, homes, etco did not complete their pl~so Many 
plans for the various buildings were furnished by the county agent during 
the year. Much work was done by individual farmers in improving 
buildings already available. Following is a summary of new buildings 
constructed: 
Summary of Farm Building Plans Furnished Farmers 
Type Building 
Brooder Houses 
Laying Houses 
Milking Barn 
Hog Houses 
Silos 
Total 
Number 
12 
7 
5 
6 
3 
33 
( 
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SUMMARY OF EXTENSION EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES IN CONNECTION 
WITH SOIL CONSF..RVATION DISTRICTS 
1. No. group conferences Extension and SCS technicians in county 
a. Attendance at these conferences 
2. No. comm.unity meetings with Soil Conservation District work 
a. Atten4ance at these maetings 
3. No. Field Meetings 
a. No. method demonstrations establishing practices 
1. Attendance 
bo No. meetings at demonstrations (observation) 
1. Attendance 
4. No. farms on which county agent assisted with soil conservation 
farm planning 
5G Informational. material on soil conservation 
a. No. informational circular letters 
bo No. informational news articles 
c. No. bulletins (soil conservation) distributed 
d. No. radio programs (soil conservation) 
6. Soil Conservation programwith4-H clubs 
7. No. contestans 4-H soil conservation contest 
8. No. demonstrations to establish farm drainage 
a. No. acres drained 
9. No. demonstrations maintenance drainage ditches 
10. No. demonstrations establish cover of sunnner or winter annuals 
or perennials for soil conservation 
11. No. method demonstrations farmer-built terraces 
a. Attendance 
12. No. method demonstrations terrace maintenance 
a. Attendance 
13. No. organized connnunities in county for soil conservation 
a. No. farms in these communities 
3 
12 
4 
105 
5 
120 
5 
150 
7 
10 
50 
562 
12 
15 
7 
44 
125 
3 
5 
2 
155 
2 
140 
1 
45 
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Summary of Brooder House Construction 
Name Address Size Capacity Cost 
J. F. Craig Eastover 10 X 12 JOO $80.00 
Bill Lasley l..v'"kesland 12 X J.4 500 97.00 
Alvin Kelly Eastover 10 X 12 300 49.00 
Wade Cloaninger Eastover 12 X l4 500 86.oo 
H.E. Bickley Ballentine 10 X 12 300 25.00 
J. B. Lowman Ballentine 10 X 12 300 86.oo 
Lo A. Gunter Blythewood 10 X 12 300 56.00 
Summary of Laying House Construction 
Name Address Size Capacity Cost 
Lo A. Gunter Blythewood 20 X 40 300 $97.50 
P. E. Richardson Chapin l4 X 20 100 60.oo 
D. c.Nunama.ker Eastover J.4 X 20 100 59.70 
Rural Elec'b:i.fication 
Some 50 miles of line was run by theRichland County REA Co-op. This 
line serves 16 farmers per mile, a total of 60 miles serving 1000 farmers. 
Besides the Richland County Co-op there are three other R.EAts serving parts 
of the county. The Mid-Carolina serves the upper Dutch Fork section; the 
T"-~i-County serves the Eastover, Wateree and Hopkins section and the Fairfield 
Co-op serves the Blythewood section. 
. 
Electricity is available to all farm families in the county desiring 
lJUch. Many improvements on farms have resulted from the use of electricity. 
The greatest number of farmers served by REA for the first time are located 
in the Dutch Fork section. Much new home and farm equipment has been added 
as a result of this feature. 
There is a total of 300.5 miles of REA serving 1817 tanners in Richland 
County. In addition to the lines of REA there is an additional 278.3 miles 
run bys. C. Electric and Gas co. 
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Irrigation 
Much more interest was , shown in crop and pasture ir.rigation. 
The sprinkler system was used in both cases where they were installed 
this yearo Many farmers are building ponds for the purpose of 
irrigation. Listed below is record of the two systems installed 
in 1947: 
Name 
w. B. Frabazio 
Bill Lashley 
Sunimary Irrigation Systems Installed 
Acreage 
12 A. 
25 A. 
Irrigated 
Pasture 
Truck and 
Flowers 
Cost 
$1800.00 
2000.00 
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AGRONOMY 
Method demonstrations were conducted on the 
following field crops: Cotton, oorn, oats, wheat, barley, kudzu, 
grain sorghums, legumes for hay and seed, soybeans for lay and seed 
and annual grazing. A summary of all demonstrations follow: 
COTTON 
Five-Acre Cotton Improvement Demonstrations: 
Fourteen (14) farmers in Richland County completed their records 
in the five-acre cotton contest which was conducted in 194 7 o Much 
interest was taken in this contest and a summary of these demonstrations 
follow: 
°' rl 
Seed Lint Value 
Na.ire Cotton Cotton Crop 
G. P. Monroe 13420 5320 $2023.16 
D. P. Cloaninger 11370 7504 , 1557.12 
T. H. Parker 9350 3350 1312.00 
H. c. Goodwin 12h77 5042 1915.66 
G. C. Caldwell 9208 3008 1506.80 
R. L. Scarborough 9845 3249 1303.52 
w. J. Ballentine 12004 4504 1741.28 
R. B. Revere 7000 2690 1009.30 
s. o. Wiggins 6900 2415 912.20 
E. R. Sloan 6685 2674 1006012 
J. E. Eargle 7275 2692 1032.72 
L. A. Gunter 8410 3444 1300.72 
J. r. Daniels 8155 2691 1079.68 
William Davis ' 5465 2131 798.61 
Average Lint Yield Per Acre 724 
Average value Per Acre $264029 
Cost 
of Pro- Percent 
duction Net Profit Lint Variety 
$399.99 $1623.17 39.6 Coker 1s 100 
641.55 915.57 34 Coker•s 100 
433.50 879.50 36 Cokerts 100 
685.43 1230.23 40 Coker 1s 100 
401.25 1105.55 32 Cokerts 100 
295 .. 15 1008.37 32 Coker 1s 100 
498.75 1243.53 31 Cokerts 100 
274.85 734.45 30 Cokerts 100 
351.35 56o.85 35 Coker 1s 100 
485.90 520.22 40 Coker 1s 100 
317.25 715.47 37 Coker 1s 100 
527.20 773.52 40 Cokerts 100 
487.50 592.18 33 Cokerts 100 
301.15 497.46 39 Coker•s 100 
Average Cost Per Pound Lint -----
Average Per Cent Lint 35.o --------
) 
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The Five-Acre Cotton Improvement Contest Demonstrations have 
been responsible for the increased acreage yield and also the quality 
of cotton grown on the various farms in Richland County. As is noted 
from the summary the yield and percentage lint has been on the increase 
each year. This is not so true of 1946 because of the inadequate 
weather conditions which was responsible for much low qualit,y cotton. 
Realizing that we must produce a larger quality yield per acre we went 
all out in 1947 encouraging the use of improved seed, treatment of 
seed and also the proi:e r fertilization of various type soilsp 
Personal contacts, circular letters, news articles and radio 
were the means whereby the farmers were reached regarding this cotton 
improvement program. More farmers used new improved seed in 1947 
than in any previous year. Proi:er harvesting and ginning of cotton 
also hasbeen stressed at meetings held with farmers. 
SUM:.iARY COTTON CONTEST RECORDS 
1938 - 1947 
No,. lir.t Lbl:ie Value Cost Profit 
Year De n.:J p Per Acre Per Acre Per Acre Per Acre 
19JO 40 468.1 $54096 $26.81 $2711 {:Q 
1939 32 782.0 89 .. 41 JJ.89 55 .. 51 
1940 24 699.4 79.51 31.90 47,.62 
1941 15 362.7 78.13 31.90 50.53 
1942 13 527.5 127.91 40.16 87.78 
1943 7 567.3 150.62 47.80 102.73 
1944 5 796.o 235.37 48.11 187.26 
1945 12 630.0 166.96 63.99 102.95 
1946 18 514 .. 0 222.55 r:o.~9 159.63 
1947 14 724.0 264.29 87.15 177.il.5 
'1 
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CORN 
In an effort to determine the most economical way to 
produce the greatest acreage yield of corn t.hroughou t the county 1 
a number of demonstrations were conducted on the various farms~ 
A demonstration to determine the value of lime, also 
the proper spacing and increased amount of fertilizers. 
Since so much interest was aroused among farrers regarding 
the various hybrids, several demonstrations were conducted. Besides 
theee, three demonstrations were completed with the open pollinated 
varieties. 
Farmers throughout the county are realizing a more economical 
yield from corn as a result of closer spacing, more fertilization 
and at same time planting and cultivating with power equipment. 
An excellent corn crop was produced in Richland County 
in 1946. 
/ 
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Summary Lime on Cotton and Corn Demonstrations 
Name 
H. E. Bickley 
H. E. Bickley 
He E. Bickley 
H. E. Bickley 
Corn 
Amt. of Lime 
2 tons 
None 
Cotton 
Amt. of Lime 
1 ton 
None 
Summary Corn Production Records 
Name Variety Acreage Yield 
G. M. Eleazer L. Yellow 20 1120 
c. H. Derrick Good 1s 5 300 
G. c. caldvrell Yellow 10 735 
Totals 35 2155 
Average Bushels per Acre 
Yield 
69 
51 
Yield 
2110 (seed) 
1965 (seed) 
Bu.Acre Cost 
Acreage 
1 . 
1 
Acreage 
1 
1 
value Profit 
56 $410.25 $2240.00 1829.75 
6o 116000 612.00 496.oo 
73.5 248.20 1653.00 1405.00 
189.5 $774.45 4505.00 3730. 75 
61.0 
SUMMARY OF HYBRID CORN PRODUCTION DEMONSTRATIONS 
Name Variety Acreage Yield Per Acre Y. Cost 
R. B. Revare N. c. 27 1 69.2 69o2 $19.50 
R. B. Revere H. C. 26 1 47.0 47o0 19.50 
R. B. Revere Woodts S-210 1 . 62.1 62 .1 19.50 
R. B. Revere McKidrey(White) 1 39.3 39.3 19050 
R. B. Revere McKirdey (Yellow) l 43.2 43.2 19.50 
R. B. Revere Funk 1s G-714 1 62.9 62.9 ·19.50 
A. J. Lever Ho Co 27 5 19Q.O 38.o 108075 
R. B. Revere Lowman Yellow 1 37.3 37.3 19.50 
A. J. Lever McKirdey 1s(White) 1 29.0 29.0 17030 
A. J. Lever McKirdey 1s (Yellow) 1 32.7 32.7 17.36 
A. J. Lever Funk•s G-714 1 37.0 37.0 17.30 
"' G. c. Caldwell Wood's S-210 20 1560 O 73.1 5~0.00 (\J 
' 
Totals 35 768.7 64.1 $887 .15 
' . 
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SMALL GR4.IN 
Oats Production: Four demonstrations in the production of oats were 
completed. A summary of the demonstrations follows: 
Summary of Oats Demonstrations 
Name Acres Variety Yield Cost Value 
R. B. Revere 10 Fulgrain 450 $120 .30 $720 .00 
D. P. Cloaninger 25 Fulgrain 925 326.25 1387.50 
R. L. Scarborough 65 Fulgrai.n 26oO 499~50 3900.00 
L. M. Yelton 20 Fulgrain 1200 372.50 1800.00 
Totals 120 5175 $1318.55 $7807.50 
Profit 
$6JO. 70 
1061.25 
3400.50 
1427.50 
$6489.45 
Wheat Production: Two demonstrations were completed in the production of 
wheat. A summary of these demnstrations follrws: 
Summary of Wheat Demonstrations ,/ 
Name Acres Variety Yield Cost Value Profit 
n. P. Cloaninger 10 Coker' s R.H. 290.5 $112.00 $581.00 $469 .00 
s~ o. Wiggins 5 Hardi Red 150.2 64.00 300.40 236.40 
Totals 15 440.7 $176.00 $881. 40 $705.40 
Summary of Barley Demonstrations .J 
Name Acres Yield Cost Value Profit 
G. M.Eleazer 10 510 B. $10~.50 $765 .00 $660 .50 
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Grain Sorghum Production: Four demonstrations in the production of 
grain sorghum were completed. A summary of tlE demonstrations follmrs: 
Summary of Grain Sorghum Demonstrations 
Na.me Acres Variety Yield Cost 
J. A. Burnside 20 Hegari 684 $247000 
R. M. McGregor 35 Plowman 1785 .307.20 
Francis Rawl 15 Hegari 7.35 143.10 
D.C. Nunamaker 10 Hegari 301 127.50 
Totals 80 3505 $824.80 
Grain Sorghums- Grain sorghums such as hegari and milo has gained 
"definite place in the farming program on many farms throughout 
Richland County. This as a feed crop in the form of grain or stover 
is proving of great benefit to the livestock producerso Very good 
results were witnessed in 1947 by aJ.l farmers growing this important 
crop. 
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SUMMARY LEGUMES FOR HAY PRODUCTION 
Sumrnary ·of Annual Lespedeza for Hay Production 
Name Variety Acres Yield To Cost Value Profit 
Fred Hill Kobe 20 35.3 $420.80 $1235.50 $814.70 
Ben Swygert Kobe 35 69.0 752.50 2415.00 1662050 
Totals 55 104.3 $1173.30 ,J?3650.50 $2477D20 
Summary of Soybeans for Hay Production 
Name Variety Acres Yield To Cost Value Profit 
Joe Bates Ottotan 20 30 $440.00 31200.00 $760000 
R. B. Revere Ottotan 5 .10.2 155.00 408.00 253,,00 
Totals 25 40.2 ~595.00 $1668.00 $1013.00 
SUIIllllary of Alfall-a. for Hay Production 
Name Acreage No.Cuttings Yield Per Acre Cost Per Acre 
R. M. McGregor 5 3 4o5 $63.00 
J. A. Burnside 4 3 6.3 5L,OO 
Louis LeConte 3 3 5.8 60.oo 
R. B. Revere 6 3 6.o 59.00 
Dr. G. c. Stuart 5 3 4.8 47.50 
Dr. Isaac Hayne 5 3 3.9 57.25 
Totals 28 18 31.3 $337.15 
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Summary of Kudzu for Hay Production 
Name Acreage Yield Cost Value Prof'i t 
J. A. Burnside 4 8.8 $13.00 $308.00 $295.00 
W. T. J. Lever 5 10.0 10.00 400.00 390.00 
Totals 9 Acres J.8.8 Tons $23.00 $708000 $685.00 
SUMMARY OF LESPEDEZA. FOR SEED PRODUCTION 
Name variety Acres Yield Cost Value Profit 
R. B. Revere Kobe 110 4100# $112050 $615.00 $502.50 
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SOIL BUILDING CROPS 
Soil Building Crops: Much work was done during the yea:r in an 
effort to educate all farmers in a practical way the importance of 
growing more summer and winter legumes for oover. In an effort to 
get the information to all the farmers, circular letters, radio talks, 
and news articles were used in conducting this .program. 
A la:rge increase in the acreage of both winter and surmner cover 
crops was planted. The practice has become so general that it is the 
opinion of all farmers that cover crops are very beneficial. The 
application of extra amounts of phosphate and potash to the land before 
winter cover crops were planted has met with farmers very favorably. 
All these crops planted in the fall and turned under in the spring in 
each case has brought very outstanding results. Heavier applications 
and seeding have proven very beneficialo 
ANNUAL GRAZING CROPS 
Annual Grazing Crops: There was a considerable increase in 
the acreage devoted to annual grazing crops in 1947. These crops covered 
both winter and su:rmner. All commercial dairymen as well as small 
farmers with both beef and dairy cattle planted a considerable acreage 
to crops to supplement pe!'Ifl.anent pastures during those seasons when 
grazing was short. The greater increase in acreage was noted in the 
small farmer in taking care of the family cow or small number of livestock 
on the farm. Pearl millet and Sudan grass constituted summer grazing 
mixtures and mixture of small grain, crimson clover and rye grass was 
the mixture used for winter and ea:rly spring grazing. More farmers than 
ever in the history of the county have planted this type of crop in 
1947. A summary of annual grazing crop demonstrations follows; 
Sunnnary of Annual Grazing Demonstrations 
Name Acreage Crop (Winter) Days Grazed Cost 
Frank Hampton 30 Oats,Barley,Crimson 
clover, rye grass 150 $1080.00 
So o. Wiggins 10 Oats, Ba:r ley, Q •• Clover 100 200.00 
R. M. McGregor .so Oats,Barley,Rye 
C.Clover-Ryegrass 200 1500.00 
T. s. Armour 10 Oats - barley 90 170.00 
w. E. Allison 25 Barley-C.Clover 16.S .soo.oo 
S.H. Zimmerman 20 Barley-Oats,C.Clover 
and rye grass 180 700.00 
H.E. Bickley .s Oats-barley -C.Clover 160 75.00 
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Surmnary of Annual Grazing Demonstrations 
Name Acreage Crop(Summer) Days grazed Cost 
J. A. Burnside 35 Pearl Millet 110 $787.50 
P.H. Kerr 10 Sudan 90 225.00 
Ben Wiggins 3 Pearl Millet 120 75.00 
4"8 320 $1087.50 
PERMANENT PASTURES 
As a result of the permanent pasture demonstrations set up in every 
section of the county in 19l6, wehave had more requests than ever before 
for pasture work in 1947. ~he demonstrations were completed as to fertilizer 
and seeding recommendations and were observed very closely by farmers in 
the various communities. 
l'iie clearing of pasture lands and sowing dallas grass, white 
dutch clover and ladino clover along with complete fertilization was tried 
on many farms. Uplands were seeded to lespedeza, tescue and bermuda grass. 
Considerable progress was made in 1947 in permanent pasture work. 
Farmers throughout the county are very much enthused over the response of 
pasture grasses and clovers to complete fertilization. A numl::e r of farm3rs 
are beginning to fertilize pastures similar to fi~ld crops. 
Twenty-one (21) pasture demonstrations were set up in the beginning 
but· the remaining seventeen (17) used complete fertilizer over the entire 
pasture land rather than leaving the individual plots was was the case in 
the beginning of demonstration. 
As a result of grazing on many farms in our county more profit 
has been realized from both dairy and bee! cattle in 1947. More farmers 
than ever before have realized twelve months grazing from permanent pasture• 
Following are observation sheets showing the results of complete 
fertilization qn pasture plots: 
~ :3~:.":llJ. /;' IO!~S: PASTl lT,J; '. DEL, .3 '°R .'nI ON 
County RICHLAND Farm A. J. Lever Location 10 Mi. N. Columbi3. 
Soil Type Upland or Bottornland Upland & Bottom Date Established :March 1946 
Date Checked September 16,194'Pbserver R. w. Bailey Other Observers 
E: 90-100 VG: !0-90 G: 70-00 S: ti)-70 F: 40-6o F: Failure - none 
: : : .. . . . . Average . . . . . . 
Plot . .. Grasses . . Legumes . . Condition l,:Rating . . . . . . . 
Treat.m~nt. -No. . . . Av. . . . Av.,:: Vigor . Weeds Av • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 
1 . LNPK .. Bermuda G .. LesEdeza . G .. s . G i s .. s . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . : : . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . i: 
2 LP .. fl s .. ! s . . s . s . s . . s . . . . .. . . .. 
J .. .. . 1,; . :P . . : .. . . 
3 . I.PK . . If G .. If G .. G . G G :J> G . . . . .. . . . . 
0 
. .. :i . . . . . . : . .. . . . . .. 
cY) 4 . L . . If . s :P It . s .. s . s s s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 
5 . Qhf' Ck . . It p .. It . p p p p p . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . i; . . . . .. . . 
6 : .. : .. . . .. . : : : . : : . . . . . . . . . . . . .. : . . .. . .. . : i 
: .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 
8 . . . . .. : : . .. :. : .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . .. 
9 . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . •' . . .. . . ; . . . .. 
10 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . : : . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
l.l 
. . . .. 
I 
. . . . . . . .. . . : .. . .. . . - . . . . . . . . . . . 
Remarks: 
County RICHLAND Farm ___ _.....D'.l,~A!Ul,~Swy~.,.,g~e...,r.llt:...-________ Location 1 Mi, W, BJ,ythewocrl 
Soil Type _________ Upland or Bottomland ___ U~p_l_an_d _____ Date Established -~-!ia~r~c~h.;;......;;;1~9~4~5 ________ _ 
Date Checked August 1.5,1947 Observer __ -....:R.a.:•:-.:.W:.:•""-=I3a=i=1;e_y ______ Other Observers ___________ .,... ___ _ 
E: 90-100 VG: 10-90 G: 70-00 S: tfJ-70 F: 40-60 F: Failure - none . . . . . . .. Average . . . . . . 
Plot .. Grasses . . Legumes . . Condition 1:Rating . . . . . . 
No,. Treatm'<nt, - Ave Vigor Weeds . .. . . . Av.:: . : Av-, . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 
··Dallas ; ; ~r~dfiRtQn . LNPk : : Carpet 1 Bermuda E : VG .. VG . VU: .f VG . . . . . • . . 3TG . : : . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . •• 
2 . LP . . It . s . . It . s .. s . . .. . .. . .. . . . . G . s .. s . . . .. 1: :P . . . . . 
3 . L~ .. II VG : : II : VG .. VG . VG . va :f VG . . . . . . . . . . : .f . .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . 
M 4 . L .. It . p :P II : p . . p . p . p p . . . . . 
cY\ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 
5 Check .. n . p .. II . p . . p . p . p p . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . : .. f: . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
6 . . . : .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . : : : .. : . . . . . . .. 
1 . . . . . . . .. . . . .. : . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 
8 . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . : : . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 
9 .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . .. 
: .. . .. . . . . . . . •' . . . . . ... . . . . 
10 . . : : . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . : : . . .. . . . 
l.l 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
I .. : .. . . . . . .. : . . . . . . . . . -
Remarks: 
I 
N 
"" 
C.;:'.?-~RV.\TIOHS : PASTUR.F. DE1.,\ '. :8 'Rr-\.'l'ION 
County RICHLAND Farm Go Co Wi lson Location h Mi , E, Blythewood off 
Hwy 21 
Soil Type _________ Upland or Bottomland -----'U.El=a_nd-'-_____ Date Establ i shed --M~a~r~c~h.....,..12~4~5.,_ ______ _ 
Date Checked 
E: 90-100 
August 15,19470bserver 
VG: I 0-90 G: 70-00 
R, W9 Bailey 
S: t:IJ-70 .. . . 
Other Observers ------
F: 40-60 . . . .. 
F: Failure - none 
: : Average 
: : Grasses : : Le gumes : .: Condition },:Rating ------------ ----~~---------.,--------·----__:__: __ ....:::.... ___ _ Plot 
No,. : Treatm~nt, : : : Avo : : Av .. :: Vigor : Weeds Av., .. . . . . 
1 LNPK :: Dallas ----=--'-'-c.=-----=-= ___ ....::;;_ : E ::White Dut ch,Lesp2 =E :: E : E E : : E . .. . . . . . . . .. . ·• . . •• 
2 LP :: " : G •• 11 : G .:! G : E : G :: G ----:-:_;... ____  : _____________ :_:__________ .,;;;__1=--: -=----.....::=----..;;._ _____ :;.,P;..._..:::.. ____ _ . . 
3 . . LPK : : .. . . II VG : : If : :t1 -. . : : VG : : 
. . E . . VG :f . . .. . . . VG 
_4"---:-·L,:._ ____ -:~-::----"------:=-!;s:.,._-:-:.:.~-'--------_.:..=.::S~-=-~=-:~s __ _.:~:_.2S~--.!:--!:s!......_-=..: =:... _,JSQ._ ____ __ 
r' •• • •• 
;; :: : :: : :: : : :: 
6 
8 
9 
10 
u 
. . 
. . 
: 
. . 
: 
• 
Remarks : 
. . .. .. .. 
:: . . . . 
:: 
. . 
: 
.. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . 
. . . . 
. . 
. . . . 
: : ... .. . . . . .. .. 
. . . . 
. . 
. • . . . . 
. . 
f : . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. 
:: : :· • •• !.. .. ·.: ----------:----:-:·---------...:·:...__..:.·.:·----=--____ ...:·:.__ __ ....:..!,_ ____ _ 
:: : :: : :.: .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 
. . 
. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 
. . -------
. . . . 
.. -. ..., . ... .. ·-.. . . 
: : 
. . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
: 
. . 
.. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. 
: : . . .. 
OBSERV \'rIONS: PA~l ·i··.:: . .F : ·t· . ;· 
....... ) ':i. ON 
County RICHLAND Farm Harper Bickley Location 11. ;a Mie li: c BaJ J ent.i ne 
Soil Type Upland or Bottomland Upland Date Establ i shed March 1945 -
Date Checked Ju.ly 16,1947 Observer R. Wo Bailey Other Observers 
E: 90-100 VG: 10-90 G: 70-00 S: rfJ -10 P: 40-6o F: Failure - none 
: : .. . . . . Average . . . . . . 
Plot .. Gr asse s . . Legumes . . Condition },:Rating . . . . . . 
No" Trea trn~nt, .. Av,, . . . Av.:: Vigor . Weeds . Av., . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 
1 . LNPK .. Dallas G .. White Dy,tQ)J. , L!;lS!2 1 . iG . . vg . G •' Q .. Cl . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 
2 LP : : It : Q .. II . G .. G . G . .. .. . . . . . a .. G . . .. l,: :P . . . . 
1 3 . LPK .. ff VG .. II 3G .. a, . vs . :f . .. .. . . . . V6 VO 
("(\ . . . . . . : .t : : ! . . . . 
("(\ 
. . .. 
4 L .. II . s : :P It . s . . s . s . s s I .. . . . . . . : : 
: .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 
s . Check . . tt . p .. II p p p . . . : . . . . p . . p . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. : : i: . . . . .. 
6 . . . : .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . 
8 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . : : : 
9 . . . . . . : . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . ••• . . . .. . . .. . : : . 
10 . . : : . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . 
ll 
. .. . . . . . . . . . . 
• . . : .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 
Remarks: 
County RICHLAND Farm P. Ea Richardson Location .3 Mi. w . White Rocle 
Soil Type Upland nr Bottomland Upland Date Established November 1944 
Date Checked July 15,1947 Observer R. w. Bai'.ey Other Observers 
E: 90-100 VG: t0-90 G: 70-00 S: &J-70 F: 40-60 F: Failure - none 
: : .. . . . . Average . . . . . . 
Plot .. Grasses : : Legumes .. Condition },:Rating . . . . 
No,. . Treatm":\nt, .. Av., . . Ave:: Vigor . Weeds . Av-, . . . . . . . . . . . . , .. 
1 LNPK .. Dallas G : : Ladino1Lespedeza . G .. E . E ~ I .. .. . . . . • . . G . . . . . . . .. . -· . . . . . . . . .. . .. 
2 PL .. II : p .. " . G . . E E E G .. : . . . . . ·- .. . . .. . .Ji: :P . . . . . 
3 . ELK . . ft . p .. It . E .. E E E : j> . . . . . G . . . ·• ... . . . . . . :f . . . .. . : . .. . . . .. 
~ 4 . L .. It . p :P B s s s s cY'\ • . . . . . . . .. s . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . --- . . . 5 . Obeck . . It p .. If s s . . . . . . s . . s . . s . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . _ti: . . . . .. . 
6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -· . : . . . . .  : .. . . 
1 . . . . . . . . : .. : . .. . ... . :: . . . . . . . . . . : .. . . .. .... . . . . 
8 . . : : .. . .. :. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 
9 . . . . . . : .. . .. . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-, . .. : . . . . . . 
10 . . : : . .. . . . . . . : : . . . . . . . . . .. . . . - .. . u . .. . . . . . .. I .. . . . .. : . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . 
Remarks: 
OBSERVAT IOHS: PAEL'FRJ1' :_,K ·'R :~· 'ION 
County RICHLAND Farm G. R. Beckham Location 15 Mio N. Columbia 
Soil Type Upland or Bottomland Sottom Date Est abl i shed March 1945 -
Date Checked June 2~11947 Observer B. w. BaiJey Ot her Observers 
E: 90-100 VG: l0-90 G: 70-00 S: {JJ-70 P: 40-6o F: Failure - none 
: •• : : .. . . Average . . . . . . 
Plot : .. Grasses : : Legumes .. Condition l.:Rating . . . . -No. . Treatmrmt. . . Av. . . . Av.:: Vigor . Weeds : Ave .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 
1 . L .. Bermuda2Dallas s : =Lespedeza..,W.Dutch . 1J . . s . s J' s .. . . . . .. . .. s . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. 
2 LP : : BermudazDallas . s .. II : s . . s . s . .. . .. . . . . s . . s 
I .. .. . l,: . :F . . . . . . 
3 . LPK .. II II . .. . G .. :j> 0 . .. G II G . G . . .. . . . . . G 
V\ . .. : f 
('I"\ 
. .. . . . : . :: 
4 
. . . . 
LPNK .. II It . :P II . . . . . I . . . G G G G .. . .. . . G .. (l • . . . . . . . : : . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
s Qheck .. II II . E .. . p .. p . . . . II p . . . .. . .. . . p . . p 
~ .. • . . : . . . . . . . t : . . . .. . . 
6 : .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . : : : .. : . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. : . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. : : . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
8 . . . . .. : : . .. . . . . . :: . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 
9 .. . . . . : .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ., . . .. . . . . .. . . . . 
10 . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 
: .. . .. . . . .. . . 
u . .. . . . . .. • .. 
. . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 
Remarks: 
OBSSRV."lTIOHS : PA~ ·L~?' 1;K .. ---------
County RICHLAND Farm ____ w---·~A---•:_.;;:B:..._l_o_om~,_::.J ___ r=-•--------Location 1 u Miles N9 Colmnbia on Hwy 215 
Soil Type _________ Upland or Bottomland Upland and Bottom Date Es t ablis hed ~Ma~-~r~c~h1,.....,.1)~9~J,~S--------• 
Date Checked July 3,1947 Observer ---~R~·~W~·-=Ba=il=ey ______ other Obser vers 
E: 90~100 VG: l 0-90 G: 70-00 S: t:D-70 F: 40-6o F: Failure - none 
: : : . . . . .. Aver age . . . . . . 
Plot . :: Grasses . . Legumes . . Condition l,:Rating . . . . . 
No. . Treatm~nt. . . . Av. . . . Av.:: Vigor . Weeds . Av• . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. • • Lespedeza .. . . 
1 . L .. Bermuda, Dallaa .J,} : : ffl.g_t§_mitch . G .. G . G •' G .. G . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
2 LPNK .. II II . VG . . II . VG .. VG VG . VG . . VG . . . .. . .. : . .. .. . .. 1: :F . . . . . 
I 3 LP .. It It G .. " :f .. . G .. G . G . o G .. . .. . . .. . : .f . . . : . . . .. . . . . . .. 
'° 4 
. Check .. " II . s :F " : s .. s . s . . . . . s : : s .. . . ('('\ . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
s . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . ii . .. . . : . . .. . . . 
6 . . . : .. . .. . : : : . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . : .. . : .. . . . . . . .. 
1 . . . . . . .. . .. : . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 
8 . . . . . . .. . . . . . :. .. . .. .. 
: .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . 
9 . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . : .. 
10 . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 
: .. . .. . . . .. . . :: 
l.l 
. . . . 
I .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . 
Remarks: 
'.:::'.:;__;.SRV.\TIONS : PASTURE DK., J "R·1',ION 
County RICHLAND Farm J. w. DuBard Location 14 Miles No Columbia on Hwy 218 
Soil Type Upl and or Bottomland Upland Date Established 
February 1946 
Date Checked June 10.191.i7 Observer R. w. Bailey Other Observers 
E: 90-100 VG: 10-90 G: 70-00 S: &J-70 F: 40-6o F: Failure - none 
: : : : : . . .. Average . . 
Plot . : : Grasses : : Legumes .. Condition l,:Rating . . . -No. . Treatm·mt. .. Av. : : . Av.:: Vigor . Weeds Ave .. . . . . . .. . . 
1 : LNPK .. Bermuda . VG .. Lespedeza . VG .. Vv ~ VG .. VG .. . . . . . . VG • . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . •• 
2 : LP .. II . G .. II . G . . G . . . . . . . . . . . : s G 0 . I . .. .. .. : : 1: :F 
3 : LfK .. ft G .. ft . G . . G . . :f . . .. . .. . s . G G 
t'- . .. : i fl'\ • .. . .. : . .. 
4 
. . . . .. 
: L .. II s :P e : .. . . s s s : .. .. s .. s • . .. . . . . .. : .. . .. . . . . . . .. 
5 : Cheek .. It : s : : It s .. s . s . s . . .. s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : : . . . : . i : . .. . 
6 . . . . . . . . : . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. : .. . . . . . . . . . : .. 
1 . . . . . .. . : : . .. : . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . : : : . . .. . . . . . . 
8 . . . . .. : : . . :. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. : .. : . . . . . . .. 
9 . . .. : : : : .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . : : .. . . . ., . . . .. . . .. 
10 . . . . .. . : : . .. . : . .. . . . . .. 
: .. . .. . . : .. . 
l-1 
. .. : .. 
I 
. . . .. 
: : . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . 
Remarks : 
~.'..,SETI11.~TIOHS: PASTURE DE!-.!ONS'°'Ril. 'T'ION 
County RICHLAND Farm To c. Lomas Location 10 Mi. N. Columbia on Hwy 21 
Soil Type Upland or Bottomland Upland and Bottom Date Established March 1945 -
Date Checked June 2311947 Observer R. • Bailey Other Observers 
E: 90-100 VG: l0-90 G: 70-/30 S: (i.)-70 F: 40-6o F: Failure - none 
.. : •• .. . . . . Average . . . . . . • • 
Plot . .. Grasses . . I,egUireS . . Condition l.:Rating . . . . . . . 
~ No. Treatmrmt. - Av. Vigor -· .. : .. : Av.:: . Weeds . Av. . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . 
1 . Check : : 'Bermuda 1. Dallas s .. Lespedeza . s s . s J' s .. s . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . •• 
2 . LPK : : II . G .. II . G .. G . G . G . . G 
I 
. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . 1,: :P . . . . .. . 
3 . LP .. . G .. II . G .. G . G G :f G . .. . .. . .. . : 
co 
C"'\ . . . : : i . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . 
4 L .. ti . s :P If : s .. s s . s . . s . . . .. : . .. 
. . . . . .. . . . . .. : . . . . . . . . .. 
s Il{PK .. tt . 0 : : If . G .. G . G . G G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . f : . . . . .. . . 
6 .. : .. . . . .. : . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . : . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 
8 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 
9 . . . . . . . . . : .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ,.; . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 
10 . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . ... . . . . . :: 
: .. . .. 
u . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. . . . .. . .. : . . . . . . . .. 
Remarks: 
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ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
Much interest was shown in hog production during the year. 
Following is a list of farmers securing breeding stock through the 
County Agent: 
Swnmary of Hog Breeding Stock Purchases 
Name Number Breed Kind Price 
D. P. Cloaninger 5 Hampshire Gilts $275.oo 
Billy Maples 2 D.Jersey Gilts 120.00 
J. M. Bates l Hampshire Boar 50.00 
W. T. J . Lever 1 D. Jersey Sow 95.00 
L.A. Gunter l Hampshire Boar . 25.00 
Monts Hagood 2 Hampshire Gilts 100.00 
George Stoudema.yer 1 Hampshire Boar 25.00 
B. A. Jordan, Jr. 3 Hanpshire Gilts 150.00 
Bubber Jordan 10 n. Jersey Gilts tOOoOO 
J. A. Burnside 1 Hampshire Boar 40.00 
J. H. Young 2 Hampshire Gilts 100.00 
J- :a. Young l ffampshire Boar 30.00 
M.A. Bouknight 5 , Hampshire Gilts 275.00 
( Sidney Bouknight 2 Hampshire Gilts 110.00 
C. H. Boulcnight l Hampshire Boar L~o.oo 
Sinkler Manning 2 Hampshire Gilts 110.00 
Totals 40 ,2145 .00 
Summary of Beef Cattle Purchased 
Mame Number :Breed Kind Price 
A. c. Ballentine 1 Hereford Bull $150.00 
n. A. Sviygert 1 Hereford Bull JJ..io. oo 
M• A. Bouknight 1 Hereford Bull 150. 00 
T. R. Beckham 1 Hereford Bull 200.00 
L. A. Denny l Hereford Bull 1.eo. 00 
Sinkler Manning 1 Hereford Bull ~oo.oo 
Sinkler Manning 10 Hereford Heifers 2500.00 
George Caughman l Hereford Bull 300.00 
R. L. Scarborough 1 Hereford -Bull 150.00 
w. B. Frabarizo 5 Angus Heifers 2560.00 
w. B. Frabarizo 1 Angus Bull 200. 00 
Lo A. Gunter l Hereford Bull 200.00 
Totals 25 $7170. 00 
Beef cattle has been on an increase in the county for se¥eral 
years. The above summary shows beef cattle ptll'chased especially for 
breeding stock on those fanns . This will be an asset to the various 
connnunities also. 
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DAIRYING 
Extension work in dairying for 1947 consisted of educational 
demonstrat,ions, work in the placement of good sires, and outstanding 
dams and calves, annual grazing crops, silage production and 
conservation, permanent paetures, sufficient amount of hays and small 
grain for the commercial herd, as well as the family cowo Also the 
construction of dairy buildings and the use of improved equipment. 
Much emphasis was given the placement of baby bulls from outstanding 
dams in every comml.llli ty in the county• 
Purebred Sires 
Following is a summary of purebred bulls placed. These bulls 
were selected in respect to production and individuality. 
Summary of ·Purebred Bulls Placed in 1947 
Name Breed Cost 
A. c. Ballentine Guernsey $50 .00 
H. E. Bickley Gmrnsey 35.,00 
R. P. Maples Guernsey 20.00 
D. A. swygert Guernsey .so.oo 
J. L. cotton Guernsey 40.00 
A. c. Friday Guernsey 125.oo 
G. c. Caldwell Guernsey 100.00 
P. H. Kerr Guernsey 1500.00 
Total $1920.00 
r 
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DAIRY CATTLE PURCHASED: Besides the placement of bulls the 
county agent assisted in the placement of the following purchases: 
Summary of Dairy Cattle Purchased · 
Name Breed Noo Kind Price 
D. C. Nunamaker Guernsey 1 Heifer 250.00 
Caldwell James Jersey 1 Cow 300.00 
G. C. Caldwell Guernsey 2 Heifers 345.00 
Ben Wiggins Guernsey 1 Iieifer 200.00 
Bob Burbside Guernsey 1 Heifer 17,.00 
P.H. Kerr Guernsey 1 Cow ,ao.oo 
George James Jersey 1 Cow 200.00 
w. E. Allison Guernsey 12 Cows 6000.00 
Totals 20 ~7970 .00 
DAIRY CATTLE SALES: The agents cooperated with dairy specialist 
in selecting dairy bulls, heifers and cows for various sales both private 
and auction. Following is a summary of sales made and which were 
assisted by agent& 
Summary of Dairy Cattle Sales 
Name 
S. H. Zi.Imncrman 
George Zimmerman 
P.H. Kerr 
W. A. Bloom 
w. T. J. Lever 
Totals 
Breed 
Guernsey 
Guernsey 
Guernsey 
Guernsey 
Guernsey 
No. 
7 
3 
2 
i 
1 
Kind 
Heifers 
Heifers 
Heifers 
Cow 
Bull 
Price 
$5000 .00 
875 .. oo 
a2.s.oo 
300.00 
100.00 
7100.00 
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Silage Production 
Three demonstrations were conducted with dairymen in 
the production of silage in 1947. A summary of these records 
follows: 
Summary of Silage Production Demonstrations 
Name Crop Acres Yield Cost Cost Per Ton 
R. M. McGregor G.R. Popcorn 20 36oT. $780.00 $2 016 
w. B. Swindler G.R.Popcorn 10 112T. 237 .. 44 2.12 
J. A. Burnside Beans& corn 30 270T. 639.90 2.37 
Totals 60 742T. $1657.34 
.. 
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MARKETING DAIRY PRODUCTS 
As a result of the planning of the County Agricultural 
Committee, much extension work was done in an effort to have a 
more efficient market for fluid milk and milk products for 
farmers in Richland County. Much of this was accomplished through 
leaders in various conmrunities. 
The Dutch Fork producers are continuing to furnish some 
fluid milk to Borden Plant in Newberry but others have converted 
their plant, therefore, they are producing Grade A milk for 
Columbia. This is a step forward because the small producer is 
realizing more incone from milk handled. Plans have already 
been made for the majority of producers to turn milk over in the 
future to local plants in Columbia. 
Many small producers in Eastover section are also producing 
Grade A milk and marketing through our plants in Columbia. The 
Edisto Farms Dairy has been working very closely with us in an 
effort to handle the small producer's milk from day to day. This 
is a step forward in marketing because the farmer is realizing the 
value of producing a quality product. 
More economical milk production has been realized as a 
result of more grazing and improved livestock on the farm. We have 
noted that as a result of this extra income more improvements have 
been made on the farm in 1947 • 
- 45 
ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT PATHOLOGY 
The control of insects and diseases of cotton, small grain, 
truck crops and orchard, constituted the extension work in entomology 
and plant pathology in 1947. Much work was done in all phases of the 
above. Demonstrations as to the use of various materials along with 
newspaper atricles, circular letters, personal visits and radio were 
means of carrying out the program. 
Cotton Diseases and Insects 
The treatment of cotton seed with ceresan before planting 
time has been adopted as a universal practice on most farms in Richland 
County. A number of demonstrations on seed treatment were again conducted 
in 1947. Past experience of fa.rmers was a means of getting cotton farmers 
to tre.at cotton seed. 
As a result of the use o.f fertilizer mate:rials high in potash 
and the use of potash along with nitrogen for side dressing, very little 
rust was noted in the cotton crop. This was advocated to all cottop farmers. 
Since a great number of farmers secured new seed for planting and also 
advised to planting wilt-resistant seed, very little wilt was noted in 
1947 among cotton producers. Therefore, improved seed and better 
fertilization practices resulted in a better cotton crop in 1947. Extensive 
work was carried on in an effort to control boll weevil. We continue to 
stick to 1-1-1 sweetened poison mixture for early poison and many farmers 
concentrated on BHC as a dust for later poisoning. Gratifying results 
were received by all farmers poisoning in 1948. Exceilent demonstrations 
were had in the use of the above mentioned poisons • . 
Truck Diseases and Insect Control 
Demonstrations were held in the city as well as on the farms 
throughout the county in the . control of insects and diseases of the garden 
crops. Much publicity through local newspapers and radio was given this 
subject, in an effort to get all concerned pr'actical inf orna tion. 
DDT 
Farmers throughout the county continue to used DDT in an effort 
to control flies and mosquitoes around the farm buildings and home. 
Demonstrations on the use of DDT for the control of flies was put on in a 
number of communities. Assistance was given by our federal entomologists 
in the control of horse flies in our beef and dairy producing herds. The 
materials used soe d to be very effective in controlling this insect. The 
horse fly has proven to be very serious insect because we are informed it is 
a carrier of anti-plasmosis, a blood disease of cattle. It has proven a 
loss to many of our producers in the past two years. 
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FORESTRY 
Greater interest in all phases of forestry work was shown by 
farmers throughout the county in 1947. · Fire prevention~ selective 
cutting, tree planting, were all points that were considered more closely 
by forest owners. Following is a summary of the various phases in 
forestry work for 1947: 
Woodland .Examination and Selective Cutting: Farmers are beginning 
to realize the fact that it is practical to have the timber cruised 
and the various trees marked before any committments were made regarding 
the sale of same. Following is a summary of woodland examination and 
selective cutting: 
Summary of Woodland Examination and Selective 
Farmer 
Miss W. Patterson 
J. w. Conder Est. 
J.w. Conder Est. 
Miss Lula Royce 
E. o. Bradshaw 
D. P. Cloaninger 
w. M. Folk, Sr. 
A. c.Flora 
G. H. Bellinger 
Allieburg Williams 
and L. D. Dajds 
Mrs. J. s. Douglass 
Mrs. Mary Lou Martin 
Mrs. Marion Rucker 
W. J. Keenan, Jr. 
s. c. State Hospital 
Mrs. Lillian Hardy 
Thomas Boyle 
Totals: 
No.Acres No.Acres 
Examined Marked 
10 10 
300 
50 40 
90 
8 
69 
248 
1.50 
676 
100 100 
100 
41 
30 
50 
400 
25. 15 
77 
2374 Acres Examined 
215 Acres Marked 
410,031 Board Feect. Marked 
140.9 Cords Marked 
Bd. Ft. 
Marked 
28,11.5 
236,096 
80,000 
65,820 
Cutting 
Cords 
Marked 
l.40.9 
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Pulpwood Thinning Contest: For the second yea:r Richland County 
farmers entered the five-acre pulp,vood thinning contest which was 
conducted jointly with the South Carolina State Commission of Forestryo 
In an effort to encourage proper woodland management four pulpwood 
companies made available $2465 .00 in prize money for those doing out-
standing work. The purpose of the contest was to promote better cutting 
practices and to conclusively prove that income can be substantially 
increased by using fa:rm labor to move the product to market~ 
Two Richland County farmers maniely, J.B. Heins, Blythewood, and 
D. P.Cloaninger, Lykesland entered the contest and did a ver-y outstanding 
job of thinning. J. B. Heins was decla:red county winnter and received 
an awa:rd of $25.oo. n. Po Cloaninger wond second prize of $100000 This 
contest decidedly encouraged more interest among farmers in va:rious 
sections of the countyo Our fa:rmers are paying closer attention to the 
proper thinning so that future growth will be more beneficial in years 
to come. Messrs Heins and Cloaninger demonstrated the very importa.nf 
fact that one can realize a good profit from a stand of trees at regular 
intervals. 
Tree Planting: Richland County farmers planted 31,.500 pine seedlings 
in 1947. These seedlings were grown·in the nurser-y operated by Soc. 
State Commission of Forestry. Through special provision of the State 
Legislature, seedlings were available up to 5,0_00 to farmers with payment 
of 50¢ per thousand for express. Due to labor conditions many fa:rmers 
who anticipated the planting of seedlings were unable to do soo List 
of landowners planting trees follows: 
Summary Seedlings Planted in 1947 
Na.me Address Species Number 
H. F. Bishop Columbia,s.c. Slash 1,000 
J. E. Edens Columbia., s. C. Lo]jolly 15.,000 
w. A.Fisher Columbia, s. Co Sou.White 
Cedar 1,000 
J. C,. Ott, Jr. Columbia., s. c. Loblolly 1,000 
Tom Rye Eastover, s.c. Loblolly 10,000 
S.C.State Hospital Columbia,. s. c. Loblolly 3,500 
Total 31,500 
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Cork Oak Program: Soroo 2.50 4-H club boys throughout the county 
received cork oak acorns in 1947. These acorns were planted by members 
under proper supervision. Our records show that only about 20% .of these 
acorns produced seedlings that survived. Greater interest among farmers 
in county is being shown in cork oak trees. 
4-H Forestry Work: The proper thinning of forest constituted a part 
of the 4-H club program in 1947. 4-H club members in the various clubs 
were taught the proper method of thinning and the trees to remove and 
those to l eave in order to receive the greatest good from our forest in 
the future. Also tree planting and forest fire prevention was taken in 
each club during the year. Our 4-H club members attending camps also 
received instruction by our extension foresters. Two boys attended 
classes in forestry conducted at Conservation camp. The Eastover boys 
4-H club continued their work in the school plot which was begun several 
years ago. Several appropriate films were shown 4-H club members during 
year. 
Rural Fire Prevention Program: T. w. Cooper, Richland County Forest 
Ranger, and County Agent, worked closer in an effort to prevent forest 
fires in rural sections. Meeting with 4-H clubsters were held,as well 
as adult farmers, in an effort to organize volunteer fire fighting crews. 
The practical way of fighting fire and san,.e time preventing it was 
demonstrated to farners and 4-H club members. Also the construction of 
fire breaks was closely demonstrated to group~ 
Envelope stuffers were made available to adult farm families. A 
number of news articles were written and several radio programs put on 
by county agent in an effort to further forestry fire prevention program. 
The Rural Urban Acquaintance committee of Rotary, of which the county 
agent is co-chairman, put on a program on fire prevention. 
Marketing: During the year the revised saw mill list was brought up 
to date and tabulated. This list ·gives a complete record of saw mills 
operated. These are made available to farmers in assisting with marketing 
products. The pulpwood directory has also proven very beneficial to 
farn:ers. This directory contains specifications, names of buyers and 
was brought up to date during year. 
Publications: "The handbook of Standard Forestry Practices", leaflet, 
1'Longer Life for Fence Posts" and 11Plant ed Pines Payt• were distributed 
to farmers thr;oughout the county. These publications have been given 
much consideration and gained mere interest among tree growers9 
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Arbor Day Program : An Arbor Day Progra'l!l was held for Richland 
County on Friday, December 6,1946. Sore 260 men, women, boys and girls 
witnessed the planting of two cork oaks on the Richland County Court 
House grounds. Those taking part in the program were American Legion, 
Richland County Legislative Delegation, Columbia High School Band, Boy 
Scouts, and 4-H club members. The program was sponsored by the Clemson 
Extension Service, State Commission of Forestry and The Crown Cork and 
Seal Company, Baltimore, Maryland with the assistance of the above 
mentioned groups. 
Progress in the planting of cork oaks was outlined by Co W. Halle, 
State Senator, Yancey McLeod, accepted the trees planted in behalf of 
Richland County. Excellent cooperation among various organizations 
in Columbia was giveno 
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FOUR-H CLUB WORK 
Boys 4-H club work was conducted in nine communities in 
Richland County in 1947 with an enrollment of 177 boys. Each club is 
in charge of a local leader and regular monthly meetings are held with 
each club. 
Summary of Enrollment and Completions: Followmng is given a list 
of the clubs and a summary of enrollment and completions. 
Summary 4-H Club Enrollment 
Name of Club No.Dem. Enrolled 
Lower Richland 20 
Ea.stover 15 
St. Andrews 18 
Bellwood 14 
Camp Ground 14 
Dutch Fork 21 
Izy-kesland 18 
Blythewood 20 
Dairy Calf 18 
Dentsville 19 
and Completions 
No.Dem. Completed 
16 
10 
12 
12 
10 
18 
14 
17 
18 
15 
Per Cent Dem. 
Completed 
80 
67 
67 
85 
71 
86 
78 
85 
100 
79 
Totals 177 134 76 
Following is given a summary of 4-H Club enrollment of boys and yearly 
completions from 193!-1947: 
Year 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
Swnmary of 4-H Club Enrollment and Completions 1938-1947 
Enrollment 
119 
85 
91 
76 
98 
114 
70 
151 
183 
177 
Completions 
90 
77 
77 
67 
6a: 
78' 
43 
99 
128 
134 
% Completions 
76 
90 
84 
88 
64 
73 
64 
66 
70 
76 
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Summary Completed Demonstrations 1947 
Noo Value 
Demonstration Completed Products Cost Profit 
Vegetable Garden 8 $1020.33 $594.90 $425.43 
Pig {Fattening) 51 4108.27 2267~32 1840.95 
Pig ( Sow and Litter) 1 155.00 98.20 66.30 
Dairy Calf 18 4970000 2016.80 2953.20 
Beef Calf 29 4636.32 2068.17 2.568. 15 
Poultry 18 2262.80 1295.40 967.40 
Potato 5 1099.00 331.20 767.80 
Corn 3 822.00 245.00 577.00 
Turkey 1 205.70 82.20 123.50 
Totals 134 $19279.42 $8999.19 $10289. 73 
This surmnary show tmt 4-H club boys completed 134 demonstrations 
producing farm products to the val re of $19,279.42 at a cost of $8,999.19 
leaving them a profit of $10,289.73~ · 
Year 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
Sumnary Cotton Yields by 4-H Club Boys 
Summary Corn Yields by 4-H Club Boys 
1938 - 1947 
Average Bus. 
Corn Per Acre 
36o7 
45.0 
38.3 
36.3 
33.7 
31.4 
23.0 
24.1 
33.0 
25.5 
Average Lbs.Lint 
Cotton Per Acre 
407.4 
846.5 
408.2 
327.3 
327.5 
340.0 
200.0 
0 
447.0 
0 
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4-H CLUB RECORDS 
Following is a summary of 4-H club records completed in 1947. 
These records have been submitted to the State 4-H club Agent. 
• Summary of 4-H Corn Records 
No. Yield Total Total 
Name Acres Bushels Value Cost Profit 
Bennie Wiggins 5 $270 .00 $40 .00 $230.00 
Durham Windham 3 138 276.00 102.50 . 173.50 
Delam Windham 3 138 276.00 102.50 173.50 
Totals 11 276 $822.00 $245.00 $511.00 
Summary 4-H Garden Records 
Name Total Value Total Cost Profit 
Lynn Shealy $124.00 $80.00 $44.00 
Joe Roseborough 36.00 8050 27.50 
Gaines Wansley 43.00 9.50 33.50 
Julian Byrd 116.00 57.00 39.QO 
Lawrence Price 227.50 154.00 73.50 
Jimmie Lee, Jr. 47.00 ·20.00 27.00 
Joe Le Grande 310.35 189.90 120.45 
George Delk 116.48 76.00 40.48 
Totals $1020 .33 594.90 $425043 
Summary 4-H Potato Records 
No. Yd. Total. To-Bal 
Name Acres Bus. Value Cost Profit 
Roddey Turner 1 200 ,jj)347 .50 $178.00 ;169.50 
Michael Seay .3 35 50.00 1.00 43.00 
Canal Huffstetler .2 27 5h.oo 12.00 42.00 
Alvin Kelly l 210 367.50 74.20 293.30 
Lancey Campbell 1 16o 280.00 60.oo 220.00 
Totals 3o5 632 $1099.00 $331.20 $767 .,80 
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Summary 4-H Beef Calf Club Records 
Noa Total Total 
Name Animals Value Cost Profit 
na,,id Hollman 1 ;~184.60 $85 .00 $99 .60 
Dick Marshall 1 239.50 198.50 hl.00 
Howard Jones 1 50.00 20.00 30.00 
Bennie Wiggins 2 265.00 185.00 60.,00 
Eddie Ser~er 2 45.00 20.00 2.s.00 
Ray Metz 1 85.00 45.00 40.00 
Jerry Rabon 1 50.00 37.00 13.00 
Byrnece Clelland 1 537.50 88.00 449.50 
J.B. Smith 1 230.0, 97.25 132.80 
J, B. Smith 1 209.10 112.00 97.10 
Bob Boney 1 140.00 92.20 47.80 
w. A. Bloom, Jr. l 137.70 65.00 71.70 
Mary Campbell 1 119.89 89.90 29.99 
Ben Wiggins 1 129.94 80.00 49.94 
Ben iggins 1 105.30 80.00 25.30 
Tom Cotton 1 76.00 35.00 41.00 
Dick Marshall 1 126.66 112.00 14.60 
Annie Garnpbell 1 210.84 131.00 79.84 
Richard Bloom 1 282.75 152.00 130.75 
ill.chard Bloom 1 275.00 152.00 123.00 
Bob Burnside 1 147.27 98.75 48.52 
Turner Varnadore 1 127.,30 89.00 38 .. 30 
Delano Monroe 1 160.33 65.00 95.,33 
Billy Peake l 153.00 no.oo 43.00 
Maurice Terry 1 llOoOO 67.00 43.00 
Leonard Sanford 1 97.00 43.25 53.,75 
Curtis Varnadore 1 160.65 110.00 50.65 
Donald Hornsby 1 101.40 57.30 44.10 
Roddey Hornsby 1 80.t!J 51.00 29.60 
Totals 31 $4636.32 $2068.17 $2568015 
Summary 4-H Pig (Sow and Litter) Records 
No.Pigs No.Pigs Total Total 
Name Farrowed Raised Value Cost Profit 
John Kinsey 13 13 155.,00 $98.70 $66 .. 30 
Totals 13 13 $155.00 $98 .. 70 $66.30 
,· 
r) 
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Summary 4-H Dairy Calf Club Records 
Name 
Bobby Burnside 
Gene Long 
Rickey Godshall 
Bennie Wiggings 
Donald Riddle 
Ray Metz 
Billy Balentine 
Don cousins 
:-Iarold Roberts 
I-Iarry Swindler 
Claude Swindler 
Wayne Swindler 
Billy Maples 
Jimmie Nunamaker 
Rena Nunamaker 
Ruth Nunamaker 
Franklin Maples 
Ho T. Lo;rett, Jr. 
Totals 
Name 
Williams Sharpe 
Totals 
No. Total Total 
Animals Value Cost 
l $200.00 $110.00 
l 100.00 &J.oo 
1 720.00 210.00 
2 400.00 275.00 
l 200.00 10.00 
l 85000 45.00 
l 125.00 57.50 
2 500.00 212.00 
1 200.00 87.20 
1 300000 99.20 
l 200.00 80.00 
l 125 .. 00 77.25 
2 450.00 213.20 
1 3.50.00 107.00 
1 300.00 116.00 
1 365.00 122000 
l 150.00 32.00 
1 200.00 87.45 
21 4970.00 $2016.80 
Summary 4-H Miscellaneous Records 
Turkeys 
Chicks 
Hatched 
34 
34 
Tota. 
Va.lue 
205.70 
$205070 
Total 
Cost 
$82.20 
Profit 
">90 .00 
40.00 
510.00 
125.oo 
230.00 
40.00 
67.50 
288.00 
112.80 
201.80 
120.00 
48.75 
236.80 
243.00 
184.00 
243.,00 
ll8o00 
112.55 
3153.20 
Total 
Profit 
123.50 
$123.50 
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Summary 4-H Pig ~Fattening)Records 
No. Total Total 
Name Animals Value Cost Pro.fit 
Bo Long 1 $52 .00 $25.00 $27.00 
Abb Jeffcoat 1 60.oo 35.00 25.00 
Ben Wiggins 5 425.00 165.00 260000 
Jam;s Neely 1 75.00 30.00 45.00 
Del.eon Wallaf.re 1 67.50 32.50 35.00 
Daiid Rauch 1 98.96 54.00 44.96 
Rene Derrick 1 50.00 28.50 21.50 
Weston Eargle 2 175.00 76.00 99.00 
Thomas Free 1 52.50 25.10 27.40 
Paul Sandel . 1 112.50 64.50 48.oo 
J. c. Ellisor 1 56.oo 30.00 26.00 
Heyward Slice 1 116.00 70.00 46.oo 
Clyde Bickley 1 50.00 30.00 20.00 
) Roland Kibler 1 86.50 40.00 46.50 
Olin Hayes 1 75.00 ,56.oo 19.00 
Albert Broach l 1,.00 60.oo 15000 . Lewis Metze l 68.75 24.00 44.75 
Bobby Lowman 1 37.50 15.00 22050 
Orvis Chapman 1 37.50 12.50 25.oo 
Franklin Drawdy 1 27.50 49.35 28.15 
Eugene Wilson 1 37.50 24.00 13050 
Wallace Roberts l 125.00 98.oo 27.00 
Harvey Wilson 1 25.oo J..4.00 11.00 
Osborne Kelley . l 125.oo 100.80 25.20 
John Cotton 2 125.00 77.00 48.oo 
Torruny Cotton 1 77.50 43.25 34.25 
Buddy Tidwell 1 75.00 36.50 39.50 
Donald Bowen 1 72.00 46.20 25.80 
Lowman Wallace 1 71.76 48.05 23. 71 . 
Bill Pattee 1 80.oo 41.15 38.85 
Robert Wells 1 67.60 ·27 .oo 40.60 
Sam Palmer 1 72.18 41.12 31.06 Wallace Y{ells 1 62.20 33.15 29.05 Ted Jones 1 51.10 20.06 31004 Daniel McLemore 1 86.oo 49.55 36.45 Paul Braz3el1 l 42.00 37.20 4.Bo Albert Marsh 1 63.00 41.25 21.75 Bill Sharpe 1 88.35 52.60 35.75 John Byrd 1 77.90 56.10 26.80 Furman Hall 1 88.25 49.70 38.55 Stewart Hall 1 64.20 36.10 28.10 Harold Cook 1 88.95 47.24 41.71 J. L.Cook 1 99.87 51.aO 48.77 Tom Trapp 1 so,20 4lel5 39.05 Charles Peake 1 49.80 22.00 26.80 Robert mume 1 81.00 47.10 33.90 Harold Boney 1 60.oo 22.25 37.75 Edd Entzminger 1 Bo.co 47.00 33.00 Edwin Taylor 1 62.20 31 .. 00 31.20 Don Fulmer 1 76.oo 37.25 39.75 
57 "?4108.27 $2267.32 $1840.95 
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Summary 4-H Poultry Records 
Total Total Total 
Name No.Chicl'ts Value Cost Profit 
Tony Addison · 100 $102 .50 $62 .00 $40.50 
Billy Favor 200 270.00 180.00 90.00 
Eddie Sercer 250 297.50 200.00 97.50 
Jackie Wilson so 25.00 12.00 13.00 
Billy Davis 20 20.00 11.00 9.00 
Charles DeLoach 12 24.00 11.50 12,50 
Carol Huffstetler 50 75.00 26.00 49.00 
Billy Epting 50 150.00 84.00 66.oo 
Billy Robinson so 137.50 56.40 81.10 
Richard Bates 150 159.60 81.00 78.60 
Carey Allen 100 162070 74.50 88.20 
Gaines Wansley 50 187.40 65.10 122.30 
Hampton Roof 25 49.00 12.90 36.10 
Elton Derrick 97 114.25 72.00 42.25 
Neil Bates 100 180.00 79.00 101.00 
Vernon Blackwell 100 71.50 70.00 7o50 
Billy Peake 150 178.50 69.00 109.50 
Thomas Fickling 50 52.35 21.00 31.25 
Totals 1604 $2262.80 $1295040 $967.40 
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State Fair .Ex:hibits: 4-H club members in Richland County took a very 
active part in exhi'6'its for the South Carolina State Fair and also the 
Columbia Fat stock Show. 
.Exhibits 
Dairy Cattle 
Swine 
Poultry 
Corn 
Exhibits 
Beef Cattle 
Swmnary of State Fair Exhibits in 1947 
No • 
12 
8 
84 
14 
Totals 118 
Summary of Columbia Fat Stock Show 
a:rrl Sale in 1947 
No. Price Per Lb. 
25 
Prizes 
~121.00 
73.00 
65.oo 
11.ao 
.,,270.80 
Total Value 
;4,317.59 
Sears Roebuck Poultry: - Ten (10) 4-H club r.1embers from Richland County 
grew out poultry llllder the contest sponso~ed by the local Sears Roebuck 
Store. Each of the members shmved twelve (12) pullets and the State Fair. 
The bir ds were auctioned off the final day of the fair. Following is a 
summary of the Sears Roebuck .Exhibits and salea 
Summary Sears Roebuck .Exhibits , 
No. Poultry Shown Prizes Average Sale Price p.Bird 
85 71.00 ~1.75 
) 
HORTICULTURE 
Home and Commercial Orchards 
Extension work in home and commercial. orchards consisted of 
placing cooperative orders for fruit trees, pruning and spraying 
demonstrations, along with assistance in marketing products. 
All commercial orchards realized a good profit in 1947 and 
Wi:l;S very well pleased with the amount received fromthe sale of fruit., 
All .fruit proved to be of good quality and was in good demand. 
Besides work done in behaJ.f of commercial orchards much 
work was done throughout the county as well as the city with home 
orchards. A large number of farmers do not have adequate home orchards 
to suppzy home needs. Those that do have them already started have 
not in the past given them proper care in many cases. We have in 1947 
put forth much effort in demonstrating the proper method of plnliling 
and spraying. These demonstrations have proven their worth because 
many farmers this year for the first time have had fruit free of worms 
and rot. 
The above along with the proper time, amount and method of 
fertilization is the limit of work done with our home and commercial 
orchards in county. '1'b.e means of accomplishing the above was through 
circular letters, newspaper articles and personal -yisits and 
demonstrations. 
' 
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SWEET POTATOES 
Three (3) sweet potato curing houses have been 
erec~ed in the county during 1947. 
As a result of definite planning alongthe lines 
of seed selection, fertilization, a greater qua.l:i:ty was noted 
in potatoes produced. Proper grading and packaging was very 
noticeable in the amount 0£ progress in sweet potato production 
for market. 
As a result of weather conditions many potatoes 
were placed on the market as soon as they were harvested. 
Therefore, all the potato houses were not filledo 
The proper selection of seed, field meetings on 
planting and fertilization, harvesting, grading and packaging , 
were features that were stressed in the potato marketing and 
production program. The grading and marketing of sweet 
potatoes cooperatively is another indication of progress. 
"", 
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MARKETING 
The extension program in marketing for Richland County in 194 7 
consisted principally in aiding farmers in the purchasing and sale 
of livestock, feed products and seeds, and securing insecticides 
and equipment., 
The county agent assisted in many cases in t he selection of 
the proper type of feed for livestock, seed and also in the placement 
of livestock among farmers and 4-H membPI's . 
The curb market in Columbia is available to all farm3rs in the 
county and we feel it is very well organized., 
A summary of marketing work in 1947 in field crops and livestock 
follows : · 
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Summary Marketing ork in Field Crops and Livestock in 1947 
Farmers 
Product Quantity Served Bought Sold 
Hogs (Meat) 980 350 $40,062.40 
Hogs (Breeding) 20 16 $800000 
Beef Cattle (Meat) 210 80 26,838.00 
~eef Cattle (Breeding) 53 10 9360 .. 00 
Poultry (Meat) 21250 II 57 s,500.00 
Dairy cattle 28 7 8,400.00 
Milk 106ooo 11 40 6,725.00 
Cream 1.5020 20 3,000.00 
Sheep 15 1 105.00 
Horses and Mules 15 8 3975.00 
Baby chicks 4.5000 80 9000.00 
Small grain (seed) .5oo Bu. 12 1500.00 
Cotton seed 10500 II 18 525.00 
Pa.sture seed 4000 If ' 70 3260.00 
Sweet Potatoes 9420 Bu. 102 J.5,072000 
Sweet Potato seed 4.50 Bu. 74 1350.00 
Fruit 3$00 Buo 4 4800.00 
Truck 200 20 280.00 
Corn (Feed) .5275 Bu. 19 9855.oo 
Corn (Seed) 212 Bu. 37 1368.00 
Hay 320 To 15 96oo.oo 
Wheat 8000 Bu,. 40 18,000.00 
oats Booo Bu. 50 12,000.00 
Rye 200 Bu. 5 6oo.oo 
Ba.rley 180 Bu. 6 28000 
Soybeans 2000 Bu. 5 7,42.5.oo Cowpeas · 300 Bu .. 14 1620.00 
Crotalaria .5000 Lbo 4 750.00 Hay 35 To 2 1050.00 Lespneza( seed) 22,000 # 26 4220.00 
Clovers 12.50 II 40 1662.50 
Kudzu Crowns 12,000 8 J.440.00 
Pecans 1615 11 3 323.00 Nursery Stock 3000 40 4125.oo 
Forest Seedlings 15,000 34 30000.00 
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· POULTRY 
The County Agents worked with poultrymen in various 
sections of Richland c~unty in 1947. Delousing, vaccination 
and culling demonstrations were held with these farmers on a 
comm.unity basis in 'the various sections. Proper feeding , 
management, and housing were also dealt with on numerous occasions. 
Personal visits, circular letters and news articles, along 
with actual demonstrations were measures of reaching the poultrymen 
of the county•· 
Many farmers are planning to build both brooder and laying 
houses when building materials are available in such quantity 
t hat .the overhead will not be so great. The importance of 
selecting chicks from improved hatcheries was stressed extensively~ 
Two demonstrations were kept by flock owners but neither 
were completed in time to include in report. 
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P. M.A. ACTIVITIES 
Practically all detailed work in connection with the 
.PMA Program in the county for 1947 was handled by D. G. Moore, 
County Administrative Officer and hi.s clerical help. 
The principal part taken by county agent was in the 
matter of sending circular letters, discussing certain phases of 
PMA Program in meetings, and giving information regarding the 
program in various contacts made from time to time. A considerable 
part of the time spent in the office was discussing and eA-plaining 
the program to farmers who cal.led«, 
The practice of growing and turning under cover crops, 
increase in acreage of close growing crops such ..:as small grains, 
and lespedeza, have encouraged application of lime and phosphate 
during the past several years. The building of new and improved 
pastures are coming to the front very rapidly. This is being 
shown by the number of requests for help in pastures. 
Through the PMA Program 4600 tons of lime was secured 
for farmers in county and 900 tons of Phosphate. 
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PUBLICITY 
Publicity work and the distribution of educational information 
in connection with the 1946 extension program in Richland County was 
done through circular letters, press articles, radio talks, the 
distribution of bulletins . A summary of work done in this connection 
is given below: 
Summary Publiticy 
Individual letters 
Circular Letters 
Copies Mailed 
Press Articles 
Radio Talks 
Bulletins Distributed 
ork 
792 
29 
7,590 
80 
47 
1,695 
Circular LettersJ A total of 29 circula.r letters were prepared 
and 7,590 copies mailed to farners and 4-H club boys in Richland County 
in 19470 These letters contained information on timely agricultural 
matters, notices of meetings, and information on results of demonstrations 
and experimental work. 
Press .Articles: A total. of 80 press articles of timely agricultural 
interest were published in Richland County newspapers during the year. 
The county agent writes a weekly news column for the State newspaper0 
Radio Talks: Forty-seven radio talks were made over Station • WIS. These programs gave timely information of local interest. 
Bulletina Distributed: A total of 1695 bulletins were distributed 
to farw..ers and 4-H boys during the year as well as to city people 0 
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FOOD AND FEED PRODUCTION PROGRAM FOR 1947 
In early February the Fifteen Point Food and Feed Production 
Program for South Ci:1Xolina was launched in Richland County. Excellent 
cooperation was given by the State and Record newspapers, local radio, 
and-local merchants in launching this important programq 
Neighborhood leaders throughout the county, as well as farmers, 
realize that the purpose of the program was to encourage the production 
of sufficient food and feed to take care of family needs throughout 
the year. Neighborhood leaders,as in the past, played a big part in 
encouraging their neighbors to adhere to the food and feed production 
program. The agricultural comrni ttee too played a big part in carrying 
out the program throughout the year. 
The county is completely organized and neighborhood leaders 
are elected for each community. These leaders have been selected from 
every community and they assist their neighbors from practical 
standpoint, most of the efforts being turned toward accomplishments 
which might be realized by all farm families with sufficient encouragenent, 
effort and preserverenceq The ultimate goal being to have e,ecy 
, deficient farm f.;irnlly self-sustaining, well fed, well clothed and 
well housed. 
Due to the shortage of space in the local newspapers, The 
State and Columbia Record, we were unable to take ads pertaining to the 
Fifteen Point Food and Feed Production Program.a 
_, 
• 
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FARM LABOR ffiOGRAM IN 1947 
The object of the Farm Labor Program in Richland County 
during 1947 was to make the largest possible use of labor available, 
also in the procuring of seasonal workers for farmers during the 
harvest season and to obtain the greatest farm machinery efficiency 
fro.:n equipment already on the farm. 
The personnel of the farm labor program was a farm labor 
assistant. He worked throughout the county in recruiting and placing 
farm labor. Also in holding farm machinery schools and devising 
various forms of farm labor saving devices, the exchange of labor 
and machinery and the efficient use of same. The labor assistant 
made 848 visits w:th farmers during the :;ear concerning labor problem::. 
The labor assistant worked with the smaller farroors in the 
exchange of labor and farm machinery. This was responsible for the 
larger acreage of grain sorghums, small grain etc. planted and 
harvested during the year. 
One tractor school, two schools on planting, fertilizing 
and cultivating equipment along with personal visits to operators 
was the work done by the assistant in connection with the operation 
and care of .farm machinery. 
Victo~r Farm. Volunteers - Through radio, newspapers, personal 
contacts, quite a few boys and girls responded to the volunteer program 
in an effort to harvest the various perishable crops in surrounding 
Richland County. Quite a few boys helped in the tobacco area in 
South Carolina. 
' 
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f 
Miscellaneous Circular letters, News articles and Pictures •..•••••• 
f 
/ 
.I 
-- --- \!1 
A R B O R D A Y P R O G R A M 
December 6,1946 
MUSIC - Columbia High School Band 
INVOCATION - Dr. Ray F. Riddle,Pastor 
Saandon Pres. Church 
ARBOR DAY -(It 1s $ignificance and Observance) 
Rodney Derrick, 4-H Member 
PE>EM - 14 GIVE THANKS FOR TREES 11 , Gertrude Lomas, 
4-H Member 
cnNSFRVATION OF OUR FORESTRY RESOURCES AND 
WHAT THEY MEAN TO US - Bennie Wiggins,4-H Member 
CORK OAK PLANTINGS IN S.C. - C. W. Hall,Forestry Com. 
TREE PLANTING - Boy Scouts and 4-H Members 
ACCEPTANCE OF TREES Senator Yancey A. McLeod 
AMERIC.'I. THE BEAUTIFUL - ( By gr oup) 
BENEDICTION - Boy Scouts 
Sponsored by 
R. W. Bailey, Ric hland County Agent 
Clemson Coll ege Extension Service 
Cooperating 
Boy Scouts of America 
Columbia Hit:h School Band 
Richland 4-II cJ i:bs 
Forestry Con~iEsion 
Eau Claire Am. Legion Pos t 
City of Columbia 
Richland County Delegation 
Shar.don Pres. Church 
J 
CLl;MSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERA"flNG 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSIO \i ', /ORK 
I i'J 
AGRICULTURE ANO i-i 1:::, 'd·. :~CC. ~~·~ ·,. l • -~ 
STATE OF SU I.J i.-i Jt.ROLINA 
Columbia, 23, South Car olina 
January 13,1947 
T1) Certain Richland C:;unty .l:''arr:iers: 
AS you already know we arc holding 0 our county-wide 
outlook and planning neeting in the Richland County Court House on 
Thursday, January 16th at 10 o 'clock. 
Will you please assist me in getting a r epresentative 
gr oup of our f armers t o the meeting. We rmst put our shoulders t o 
t he wheel and push t ogether if we ar e going t o increase our farm 
income in 1947. 
This being our first planning meeting ·of 1947, I 
trust that a l arge group of f ar mers from every s~ction will be 
present. 
Will ;yuu please come yourself, ask your nei ghbor, 
and bring your car full. I am wtiting you as a l eader of your 
co:::ununity t o assist in this important j ob. 
LET t S ALL 1'VORK Hill DER TOGETHER IN ~. 4 7 • 
R1~B:ml 
Cooper ative Extension  Work in Agriculture and Home Economics, St2t e  of 
South Car olina -Clemson 8gricultural Colege of South Carolina and 
United Stat e s Department of  Agriculture  Cooper ating -Extension  Service 
301 County Court House,Columbia,s.c. 8 January 1947 
\ ~~ /)0/v:;J@ 1]:.(t ~@)/(!,it 
.~ CPO:,&L\~fmO~© 
TO ALL 4-H CLUB LOCAL LEADf'RS AND PRESIDENTS: 
On Saturday morning, January 11th, at 10 o'clock in 
the  County .\gent's Office, there wil 'ce a  meeting of the l ocal leaders 
and club presidents of each 4-H club in Richland County. This wil include 
both boys and girls. 
The purpose  of the  meeting is t o det er mine in det ail the 
4-H Profr am of work which wil be carried out in 1947. We hope that  you wil 
be able t o att end and have in mind suggestions which you t hink wil impr ove y,.,ur 
4-H clubo Plans f or r Ecreation a s  wel a s w,)rk wil be outlined at this 
meeting. 
Ther e wil be  no meeting through iut the year that  wil be 
mor e important than this one so by al means we trust that you wil be able 
t o atend. 
We shal be might y gl a d f i r y·,u t,J bring al ong your mother o:b dad t o sit in on the meeting. 
Let us plan now f,r the be st year ever in 4-H work. 
Sincer ely yours, ,J/( A. ,"-.AJ\,J (,.) 
Laur a  Connor ~~~ 
Iom0 Der10nstration  Agent 
,d,7A-U ~ 
Sue  Cobb 
.\set. H<Jme Demonstration  Agent 
A ~nt 
1 / y:~·( ~.,./_~ _Jc.ct.-<., ._/ 
, r I, {. [_, 
R. G. Winburn 
Asst. County Agent 
( 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
COOPERATIVE EXT:::'i~IOtl \~f8RK 
; t.l 
AGRICULTURE AND •-lJI.F:: ::.COt,!OM ICS 
STATE OF sou·;-H CAROLINA 
Columbia, 23., South Caroli.na 
February 1,.1947 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
WHAT? 
WHEN? 
WHERE? 
Community Outlook ____l~et,:5 P.f;"-------------
Tuesday Evening, Febr~~:Y ut;_._ 2. t. ? o • c:io•;k 
Eastover School House ----------------
To All Eastover Farm Families: 
On Tuesday eYening at 7 o'clock in the Eastover 
School there will be a very important meeting for all men and women of your 
communityo This is a meeting for our farm families which we feel should 
be indeed helpful for .the new year. 
We will have motion picture show showing the 
various methods of farming and the one that is best suited for our sectiona 
We will try to give you some of the things to expect in our 1947 program., 
Too, our soil conservation men will be with 
us and also our forestry specialist. 
The meeting will be just as interesting tn 
the women because the home problems will be discussed as well as those 
of ·t he farm. 
PLEASE MAKE YOUR PLANS TO ATTEND THIS 
MEETING AT 7 0 tCLOCK, TUESDAYEVtN'fNcr;;-- -- - -
1"\ !~· (-A~ Lj,r7i-,--/ 
Laura G. Connor 
Home Denonstration Agent 
Richland County 
Very truly yours, 
_,.,.., 
/ _, 
/ / ,-/' 
A; , .. -. ''\ • •} 
. "/ . ·/ Iv~ /: /. ,., J, ... :./··°{,.I_ ,.:.__...~ ... 
R. w. Bailey ~ 
County Agent J 
Richland County 
Cooperative Extension or n 11:rr .1r.uif,ur(-: ana Ttom~ ~,~cnon;tci:i, ~t:.i.t e 01' 
South Carolina, Clemson Agri.cultu..~,~.l C oi:::.eg:: oi' S rnt'>1 C 1..1·ol:;_n1 ,L1J. 
United States Department of Agricultu:;:e Coope:r .ci. ting - lxt0,1ti.JJ'! [3er rica 
WHO IS INVITED? 
301 County Court Honse 
Columbia, ~J.. South Carolina 
January 2~,1947 
WHAT? 
WEEN? 
WHERE? ~' l 11!·+:tl1:,. ~\· .. 1 -~n I.q~tip·rrip n~. "J Jr. 
l fl.'J Lll 'CL' ft, 1 ~ \)J L:·~:'i :1 . 0ri l~ ., 
J<' J..: ."' ,...L.._,,:.:, . ~-'1 "·'e . .,1;, l f\..J•, ..L __ .;.i.~., 
Any tractor owner, tractor operator, prospective operators1 
and any interested farm in Richland County who would like 
to see some demonstrations showin how to: 
1. Save money in operating his tractor 
2. Make the t.ractot' and equipme nt last longer and do 
better wo:rk,. 
3. Make power fc.ir rning easier. 
Mr. R. L, Willis, Spe~ial Farm Labor Assistant with the 
Clemson Extension S~rvice will be in charge of the demonstrations, assisted by 
farm machinery dealers who will furnish tra ctors and other equipment. Some of 
the dealers will doubtless have new and improved equipment on display. 
Lubrication engineers from some of the petroleum companies will be present to 
assist with lubrication demonstrations. 
We trust that you will make you:r plans to attend this 
very important and educational demonstration. 
Yor) very ~.,y, 
Iv~ t.tJ. J;J1-., · · . 
R, W. Bailey, ·t'c~ County Agent 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
SERVICE 
l-.. -_:;:. 
~W.h~;~:1- We are taking this rreans of inviting you, your 
~ _,.,.,., 
~~ ~ faculty,and the entire student body of your school, to the ~r.<f.i~_JJ/ Y' ~ rm and Home Labor Saving Shown which wil be held in 
:v,.,;~ he Tmmship Auditorium on Thursday, April 3rd. The show wil begin at 10 o'clock and run to 8 P, M,; so if you get 
.A~-~ to the auditorium any time between those hours you wil be 
able to see the entire show, 
Personnel from Clemson and Wint!Mp Coleges have prepared interesting displays of the various labor saving 
devices. Besides these, many of our local dealers have prepared 
displays and also wil show the latest in farm and home equipment, 
Heavy equipment such as the mechanical coton picker, the flame thrower, extensive irrigation system, wil be demonstrated at the show. 
We have never before had an agricultural event of 
thls nature, therefore wa f el sure that it wil be of great 
interest to every man, woman, boy and Girl in our county. It 
wil show many things that wil be used in our future farming program. 
1Ve are very anxious for many of our young people 
who are in school to Eee the show. 
THERE WILL dE NO ,D:AI8SIOI CHARGE,. 
}'J~ tr~ !ours, , L/ 1.1 J_ \. ~-; 1 , r · R, W; Bailey, nichl~nd County Agent , 
Please announce this show during the chapel period. nvrn. 
.. --. '" 'Use of TRACTOR POWrR snifl-s t-he heavy jobs f-rom the work.er t-o t-he machlne.11 
FARMcuul-HOME 
LABOR SAVING 
SHGW 1ake H1e labor out of. 
churning -
OCTOBER JR!) IS T.!-LS DATE THA'.C YOU WANT TO KEE? IN :rnm -DUTCH FORK F.\- HERS DAY. 
A corrnnuni ty fair in c<mnection with the !)airy Fiel<l Da~r tha1t has been r 1an:ed wDl 
prove to be. ver:r prof:i_table beccfllse of the interest that is bein13 shown h~r 1,n",:,h 
r..en and womE:m of your section. I trust that you will put forth evPry effort to 
arrange for exhihits an<l b~r all means be presentwith the family for the day. 
h.11 farm machinery dealers in Columbia are havin~ ex~1i½i ts and a:re financine a fre1:; 
barbecue which will bP held at noon. "'e are w,ry anxious that evPr~r rnan, wo!"lr1.n, 
boy and gir1 l:i.ving in the Dutch Fork sP.ction be present. ;. rn·oerarn ha:=, h(>en 
a rraneed for the afternoon in the au<li tori um of the school. J,:an:r of onJ" F ta te 
officials will bP there so we are sure mnc)1 is in stnre for y0u. The exhibits will 
crmsist of <lairy cattle, incl1.1ding mature cows, heifers and bulls of an~r breed, Th8~l 
do not have to be registered so let's insist t hat you dress up your ca+,tle a J.ittle 
and brine t'·1em along to the fair. 
Other exhibits of cortj, crain sorehum, oweet potatoes, oatu, wheat, cotton seed~ 
C'Jrpeas , so:rbeans, peannts, syrup and hrmey and ½y all me; : p unpkins. Ii' :rou can 
arranc:e to 1,rine any of the a1)ove please do so. In the corn exhihit, theJ'e will be 
a :1 0 car exhib:i.t 0fyollow, 10 ear of white an<l aJ.so a single ear exhibit. For Lhe 
c .-,he:.~ fie ld crops, we are sue;:e stinJ t:1at a quart of the ]Jlaterials wi l.J. 1-)r; s1Li '.f.i.cic r., 
Ti'J.r· ladies will 8Xhibit canr,ed goods, buttFr, flowers c1.nd sewinG. In addition to t ,, 
.J 1ovc exhibits, therr· wDl be a lr1.reo communi +,y >farm and hnm,1 exhih:i. t conRisti n13 of 
a.L. food and f P. ed crops erown on thP. far-m, a 11 live at homet1 bnnth. It will bP 
r 1+ i tlilld HD1ltch Fork Comrr.uni ty. 11 All 0xh.i.hits sho11ld be brouGht to thF school hou,c 
-: , T iursday afte rnoon, October 2nd, hetwec n the hours of 2 and 6. At this tir,ie a 
: .J. "Tl.l ttJe :r:i.11 be pr, sent to '.1elp in the arranging • 
..,. t cts aJ 1 r;et toeether now and make this the biceest farn family day ev~,r in the 
-:, ,Jc:-. Fo1k s :o ction. 
Sincerely yours, 
/fJ!«:4&>/k~-----
( 
COOPERRTIVE EXTENSION WORK IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS, SOUTH CAROLINA 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE AND U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
Columbia, 23, South Carolina June 29,1947 
4-H ACTIVITIES 
June 30th to July 4th are the dates set aside for Rieland County 4-H club members to 
attend the annual 4-H club camp. These members will attend Camp Long near Aiken 
and will be given days of instruction as well as the opportunity to avail themselves 
to the many recreational facilities at camp. Indications are that a larger group 
from the county will attend. 
FIVF.-ACRE COTTON CONTEST 
Any farmer who wishes to enroll in the five-acre cotton contest can do so until 
July 1st. No applications will be accepted after this date. If you are interested in 
entering this contest I hope that you will get in your application at an early date 
so that we can determine soon just how many Richland County will have. The field 
must be staked by this date also. This contest dov'in through the years has been ver-:l 
helpful to our cotton crowers because it has taught them many improved practices 
such as higher fertilization, closer spacing, narrow rows and above all the import~ 
ance of good seed to begin with. There is nothing to lose in a contest of this kincl 
so if you have not already enrolled do so at once. 
SMALL GRAIN 
Each year many farmers become over anxious about harvesting small grain. This 
results in combining grain before sufficient mositure leaves, therefore, much bad 
grain results. Much of this grain looks good but when germination tests are run we 
find th.at it is very, very low. If grain is to be combined it should be left in thr 
field until it is dead ripe so to speak; when the headlbegin to droop and in some 
cases begin to fall over. All grain should be harvested and if conditions permit, 
allowed to be placed in loose piles where plenty of air can get to it. 
MOISTlffiE TESTING 
The Eptine Distributing Company at Leesville is again offering to farmers free 
moisture service. Each year many dollars worth of combined grain is worthless as 
seed stock because of going off in germination because nf excess moisture when 
bae;ged. No matter how dry grain may . seen when combined, it may still contain excess 
moisture. Rye and wheat are particularly susceptible to damace from excess moisture , 
In order to receive this moisture testing service a five pound sample should be 
mailed on the same date that the crop is combined. The test will he made immediate-
ly and advice given to the farmer whether or not the crain is aafe for bagginb• If 
any of you are interRsted in this service I think it is a very worthwhile farm 
activity. 
ALFALFA 
If you are plannine to plant an acreage to alfalfa this fall the land should be 
selected immediately, soil samples taken and analyzed to determine how much lime 
is needed for this crop. When the land is selected the lime and cowpost shouJ.d be 
applied and worked into the soil during the month of July and Aucust. Frequent 
shallow scarification with a harrow should be practiced in orcter to keep down · v:eeds 
and grass. If this is done a good seed bed with proper fertility may be obtained 
prio:b to planting time. This is very essential in the production of good alfalfa. 
All farmers who planted alfalfa during fall of 1946 received excellent results where 
s0il had the proper PH and wh? re proper fertilization and seedinc practices were 
followed. I suggest that at least three tons of lime and 500 to 1000 pounds of 
s ~1rerphosphate broadcast along with application of compost will be a good start, Thi-
.s9ould, of course, be done in time to kill all weeds and grass seed before planting, 
~J_l farmers planning an acreage of this crop should check on supply of seed at once~ 
1V~ are now taking orders. 
CORN FERTILIZATION 
Although we have a lot to learn in our efforts to produce a profitable yield of 
corn per acre, we have found that heavy fertj.lization and close spacing pay. These 
facts have been brought out even in summers when the moisture conditions are 
inadequate for good corn growth. It is a known fact that more crops suffer from 
the lack of plant food than from an over supply. A crop such as corn is like 
livestock. You can 1t starve profit out livestock but you can feed it out of them. 
Therefore, feed the crop and profitable results usually follow. One farm:r in our 
county has said many times that the way to thin corn is with nitrate of soda or 
some other nitrogen material. ThP.r.e is more truth than poetry in this statement. 
GRAIN SORGHUMS 
Since grain sorghums over the past few years have gained much prominence, we would 
like to emphasize the fact that good yields can be realized on any of our soil types 
in the county. H. A. Woodle, Extension Ar,ronomist, says the 19li 7 grain sorghum 
acreage will greatly exceed previous acreaf es . 1~e are aware of the faat that it 
has the same food value as corn and is easily handled with machinery and stands 
drought betee than corn. Many farmers realized from 20 t 0 6o bushels per acre from 
this crop in 1946. It is an excellent feed crop and can be fed in any way to all 
livestock and poultry. Those leading varieties fov combining are Caprock, Plainsman. 
Martin and Midland. When grain sorghum is to be used for grain it should be planted 
durinr; latter part of June using about 6 pounds of seed per acre planted in 35 ~o 
42 inch rows. Naturally an application of complete fertilizer at planting time paysc 
We cannot overlook the fact that Hegari has also given us some very good results 
for the past several years. 
BOLL WEP.VIL 
I don 1t think there is any question but that the cotton grower this year will be 
faced with heavy infestation of the boll weevil. In order to cope with this 
situation we should begin to use sweetened poison irrL~ediately. Theee applications 
of the 1-1-1 mixture, that is one pound of calcium arsenate, one pound of syrup c1.nd 
one gallon of water applied at week inter¥als will go a long way in guaranteeing a 
good cotton yield. If there is any cotton farmer in the county in need of SJil'up, 
we may be able to help you if you will contact us at an early date . 
PASTURES 
We have talked quite a bit about permanent pastures but this is one subject that 
cannot be over-emphasized if we are to e;row livestock. Many pastures throughout the 
county that have received mineral fertilizer materials are really paying off. Those 
that have not used fertilizer on pastures sho1 ld think seriously on this one point 
because an acre of pasture land fertilized is just as profitable to a farm as an 
acre of cotton fertilized. As J.M. Napier, Extension-AAA Agent says 11 our s. c. 
farmers are liming, fertilizing anc plantinggrass instead of spending most of the 
spring and summer trying to kill it. 11 He further brings out the fact that A. A. A. 
provides cash ass:i.stance to cooper ".ting farmers building good pastures. These 
payments apply to such items as clearing land, ditching and making applications of 
lime, superphosphate, basic slag and potash as well as the seeding of certain 
grasses and legumes. 
PASTURE MOWING 
We should consider that pasture mowing is a Must farm job during the summer months . 
If we mow regularly many noxious weeds are eventually controlled, and more good 
grazing r ealized. This is a practice too that A. A. A. includes for payment. We 
should plan nowt~ sow a small acreage of our low land in ladino clover, dallas gras~ 
and lespedeza during the following winter months . ThEise crons are really paying oi'f 
in every section of the county. / }/ _,,,..,/:_;,} · .. ' " 
/1;,;;z;t~ ,<:;)a -r!,/4-c 
R. W. Bailey ---C,£_, 
RWB:ml Richland County Farm {gent 
